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ONE HUNDRED FORTY-SECOND 
COMMENCEMENT 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
SATURDAY MORNING, MAY lWELFTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-NINE 
ELEVEN O'CLOCK 
HUNTINGTON Cl l CE JEBu 
1979 
ONE HUNDRED FORTY SECOND 
COMMENCEMENT 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1978-79. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
THE 142ND COMMENCEMENT 
PROGRAM PRESIDENT ROBERT BRUCE HA YES, PresidingPRECOMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
Marshall University Wind Symphony 
Professor W. Richard Lemke, Director PROCESSIONAL - "The Sinfonians" ................. Clifton Williams 
"Proud Heritage" ............... William P. Latham INVOCATION ........................ Reverend Lynn Temple Jones 
Pastor, First Presbyterian Church INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS INTRODUCTION OF COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ................. Joseph Robinette Biden United States Senator State of Delaware CHORUS - "Cantate Domino" ..................... Hans Leo Hassler 
"A Newer World" ........................ Paul W. Whear 
The Symphonic Choir 
Instrumental Ensemble 
Professor Paul A. Balshaw, Conductor CONFERRING OF ACADEMIC DEGREES The President of the University Candidates for the Associate Degrees in the Community College ......................... Paul D. Hines, Dean Candidates for the Bachelor's Degre�s College of Education ...................... Philip J. Rusche, Dean College of Liberal Arts .................. George J. Harbold, Dean College of Business ...................... Sara E. Anderson, Dean Regents Bachelor of Arts Degrees ................ Olen E. Jones, Jr. Vice President for Academic Affairs College of Science ..................... Edward S. Hanrahan, Dean School of Nursing ....................... Virginia 0. Allen, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degrees Graduate School ......................... Paul D. Stewart, Dean RECOGNITION OF HONOR GRADUATES CONFERRING OF THE HONORARY DEGREE Candidate Presented by ........................ Olen E. Jones, Jr. Vice President for Academic Affairs JOSEPH ROBINETTE BID EN, Doctor of Laws GREETINGS ...................................... Philip E. Cline President, Marshall University Alumni Association "ALMA MATER" .......................... C. E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. Imperi, Leader BENEDICTION RECESSIONAL - ''Pomp and Circumstance" ............ Edward Elgar ALMA MATER Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright, Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee o_ur prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. (The audience will remain seated during the academic procession and recession) 
COMMENCEMENT OFFICIALS Chief Marshal: PROFESSOR EDWIN A. CUBBY Assistant Chief Marshal: PROFESSOR GEORGE WARD, II PROF.ROBERT P.ALEXANDER PROF. WILLIAM F. ASHFORD PROF. WILLARD K. BENTZ PROF. THOMAS S. BISHOP PROF. MAHLON C. BROWN ·PROF. JEANNE M. De VOSPROF.ROBERT S.GERKEPROF. ALAN B. GOULD Assistants: Chief Usher: PROF. LOUISE P. HOY PROF. HOWARD L. MILLS PROF.GIOVANNA MORTON PROF. RALPH E. OBERLY PROF. DAN O'HANLON PROF. RUTH T. WELLMAN PROF. HAROLD L. WILLEY PROFESSOR ERNEST W. COLE PROF. HOWARD ADKINS PROF. NEAL ADKINS PROF. PHILLIP BALSMEIER PROF. CHARLES BIAS PROF. DAN K. EVANS PROF. MACK GILLENWATER PROF.CHARLES F.GRUBER Assistants: PROF. RALPH HALL PROF. WILLIAM KEARNS PROF. NICHOLAS KONTOS PROF. PHILIP MODLIN PROF. HARRY SOWARDS PROF. JAMES STONE PROF. DONALD TARTER
' ' 
CLASS OF 1979 
HONOR GRADUATES BACHELOR DEGREE CANDIDATES The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles. SUMMA CUM LAUDE These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. BELINDA RENE AVALOS BEVERLY KAREN BAKER CYNTHIA ANNE BISSETT* CHRISTINA ANN BOOTH* DEBORAH SUE BURDETTE SHERRY MOORE HAMILTON KELVIN EDWARD HOLLIDAY* JANE ELIZABETH HOSKINS* JUDY ANN JONES PAMELA KORPUS KRINOCK* LAURA HICKEY CHEVAVONGSURASAK PATRICK ALAN LAMBERT* JEFFREY ALLEN CLEMENS* L. LUANN MINICH*DONALD JOSEPH CREAMER, JR.* PIA CUMMINGS* REBECCA LEA ELKINS CARL FERRELL* CARMEN MARIA FLYNN* RONALD RATH MORGAN ALAN NAPIER* JANE MARIE WILLIAMSON* RAYMOND WESLEY WILSON* NANCY ELLEN ZIMMERMAN MAGNA CUM LAUDE These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. AINON KHARIY AH MOHD ABAS* RHONDA YVONNE ALLEN* BARBARA LOUISE BAXTER RUSSELL ALAN BAYS* VIDA DENISE BEEMER DREMA GAIL BIAS* *Degree will be conferred May 12, 1979 if all requirements are met.
CYNTHIA PARSONS BOYLES LINDA CLINE NAGY* ROGER DEAN BRUCE* GINGER ANN NANCE* SARAH MIRAGLIOTTA BURGESS ROSALIE ORTEGA* VICKY GAIL MOORE COLLIER* MARSHA WOOD PARKS JOHN EDGAR CRAIG MARK ALAN PAXTON PAUL RAY DURST* RACHEL SUE PENNINGTON KAREN SCHOONOVER ELLIS GREGORY DEAN PRATER* PAMELA SUE ESTEP ROSE MARY RIGBY PROCOPIO* GALE ADKINS GIVEN* ANCIL G. RAMEY* ARTHUR EUGENE GREATHOUSE* MONICA FERGUSON RUTHERFORD VICKIE LYNN HAMLIN* WILLIAM SOL SHEILS, JR.* CAROL LEE HAMMOCK* SUSAN LESLIE SHEP ARD RITA CAROL HERN* DANIEL LEE SMITH* MARK STEVEN HICKMAN JEFFREY DON SMITH* CORINNE ALLEN HILL SHEILA ANN SMITH DEBORAH ANN KALT SUSAN RUTH SMITH MARCUS E. KENYON* KAREN M. SPOOR JEFFREY LYNN KEYSER PAMELA ROSE STRICKLAND CHERYL ANN LANGDON* JENNIFER KAY TARDY* BEVERLY KAY MARTIN* DIANE MARIE THOMPSON VERNON HENRY MARTIN, JR.* REBECCA JEAN THORPE BRUCE KEVIN McCLURE* KA TH LEEN TOWNE TONEY* LEESA ANN McGUIRE* LINDA LACKEY TRENT MELINDA GAY McKEE* LINDA CHARLENE WASSUM* PERRY MEADOWS* RITA JEAN WHALEY* MARK WILLIAM MITCHELL* LYNN ELIZABETH WOODS TERRI S. MUNCY* TERRY LEE WORKMAN CUM LAUDE 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. DRENDA ADKINS* DORCAS MARLENE ALIFF* PA ULA S. ASH* WILLIAM WILDER ATKINS, III* BETTY (PENNY) JUNE AUSTIN* GRETCHEN KOOKEN BARELSKI* BETSY BARGER* JERIANNE WARREN BEAUMONT* 
LEE ANN HAWLEY BELL* MARVIN EDWARD BENNETT, III* LINDA ANN BETTERIDGE RONNIE RAY BLANKENSHIP* CLARA ANN BOLTON* KEVIN RUSSELL BOWEN* MELINDA DEE BRISON 
� MYRA ANN BROWNINGDEBORAH KAY BUCHANAN SHARON KAY BURLEY* NANCY ELLEN CAMPBELL* JOHN A. CAREY* KIMBERLY DAWN CAREY* CHARLENE ANN CARPER CHERYL LYNN CARTER JEANETTE CHADWICK* MARGARET BROOKE CHAMBERS ROBERT A JEAN CHENOWETH LINDA JEANNE CHILDERS* DEBORAH BARTRAM CLARK SAM W. COCHENOUR, JR.* GARY ALLEN COLLIAS* RANDY ALLEN COMBS RUTH ANN CORNELL CYNTHIA ARBOGAST COUNTS WALTER ANDREW COUNTS* JACKIE SUE COX* BARBARA ANN CUMMINGS* DREMA GAY DALTON LINDA JEAN DEAN MARY KATHLEEN DURHAM RICHARD LEE EATON JAMES WILLIAM ENDICOTT* CINDY SUE EPLING* GARRIE LEO FANNING* BETH ANN FLEMING* LISA JAYNE GERGELY* MICHAEL GLENN GODWIN* ALICE ELEANOR GREGORY HALL* MARSHA LYNNE HARBERT TONI LEE HATTEN* LUCINDA LEIGH HENSLEY REBECCA LEE HEROLD VIRGIL RICHARD HICKS GARY HARLESS HOKE CAROL ANNE HOLCOMB* MARTIN DAVIS HURLEY* EDWARD PAUL ISAACS BEVERLY JEAN JOHNS* SANDRA GIBSON JUSTICE* GARY WAYNE KIRK SUSAN ELIZABETH KNAP* LESTER LABUS* DEBRA ROSE LONGO SALLY ANNE MAIDEN FAY MARGARET MANNON JAMES BRADLEY MARTIN* SHERRY DIANE McCOY JUDY LYNN McDONALD RAYMOND DEWAYNE McGRADY PAMELA JEAN McKEE ROBERT SYKES MESITE* WALTER LEE MICHAEL SHERRI LYNN MILLER* TERRI COLLEEN MILLER NORMA WILSON MITCHELL* JOHN MOONEY* RUTH E. NAPIER* 
SHARON BAILEY NELSON DAVID BRIAN OSBORNE* SUSAN DIANE BLACKBURN PENNINGTON NORMAN LEE PICKETT* LEA KATE QUESENBERRY DEBRA LYNN RILEY* ROBIN COURTS ROGERS JOHN EVERETT ROUSH* DEBRA KAY ROY* JOHN MICHAEL SADLER* DIANA LYNNE SAMPLES* CINDY CLAY SCARBERRY RANDALL CALVIN SEARLS* JENNIE JO SEXTON* PAMELA LYNN SHAFFER* WILLIAM ROBERT SIMS* BRENT DOUGLAS SMITH* H. JEFFREY SMITH*IRENE MESSER SMITH* TED ALBERT SMITH BEYERL Y DAWN SPURLOCK ELLEN MARIE STOVER DIANNE E. SWAVELY* BARBARA WATSON T ABARETTI* DENISE ELAINE THORNTON* STEVEN EDWARD THORNTON* PAULA RUTH TRUMBO* CORA LINDER VanMIDDLESWORTH PETTI JEAN KIRK WAGGONER ANN MARGARET WALLACE BETTE ANN WALTHALL DIANE LEIGH WARD* CURTIS LEE WATKINS* JUDY ANN WEA VER MARSHA LEE WEBB TONDA KAY WHITE TERESA LEE WILKINSON DONNA WOLODKIN* MILLIE MARIE WORKMAN* CHRISTINA LYNN YATES* JEFF HATFIELD* 
.. 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE CANDIDATES The associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles worn with their caps and gowns. 
WITH HIGH HONORS These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. NANCY KELLOGG APGAR* RHONDA DEMPSEY HALL* RONALD VANCE ARTHUR, II* DEBRA LYNN BARNETTE* DEBORAH SUE BRIDGEWATER* PEGGY KUYKENDALL CHISHOLM* KAREN SUE CLARY* SHARI JEANNETTE DAVIS* LINDA GAIL HATFIELD* KAREN LOU HOWARD DENISE LYNN MATICS* CATHERINE RUTH REABE* PAULETTE DIANE STA TI* TANYA MARIE WHITLOW* 
WITH HONORS These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. ANNE HARRIET BLETHEN* LYNETTE RANSON BOYES* PATRICIA SUE BOONE CHIPPS* DEBORAH LEAH CLAGG* GREGORY DON FOWLER* JOEL RANDAL GILPIN* VICKIE LYNN HALE* WILLIAM DOW LEMASTER* ROBIN COLLEEN LUCAS* SARAH LEE LUNDY* DEBRA LYNN MORAN* VICKI ANNETTE MULLINS* BETTY LOU ,NECESSARY KAY ARNOLD PEREGO* GEORGE WILLIAM PHILLIPS* MARY BETH POPE*. LETTIE ATKINSON ROUSH* CHARLOTTE HARTE SABREE* CATHY LEE SAYRE* LESLIE MARIE SPAULDING* HUGH MICHAEL VAN FAUSSIEN* 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS The following seniors will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 12, 1979: STEVE FRANCIS CLEARY, United States Army Reserve WILLIAM KIM GUY, Regular Army (Medical Services) BRYAN JAMES HOYLMAN, United States Army Reserve (Military Intelligence) JEFFREY ALLEN LOUDERMILK, United States Army Reserve (Air Defense) *MAURICE WILLIAM ROSS, JR., Regular Army (Field Artillery)The following named graduates have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1978: DANIEL RICHARD BARNETT, United States Army Reserve LARRY JUNIUS JONES, United States Army Reserve *DEBORAH ANN JAZWINSKI LOUDERMILK, United States Anny Reserve(Medical Services) KELLY NAPIER, United States Army Reserve JEFFREY WAYNE PLANTS, United States Army Reserve (Air Defense) * JUSTIN LOUIS RAY, Regular Army (Medical Services)*Distinguished Military Graduates
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Dr. Philip J. Rusche, Dean 
MAY 12, 1979 
BACHELOR OF ARTS AINON KHARIY AH MOHD ABAS LISA JUNE BUTTS GARY LEE ADKINS RONALD EDWARD BYRD MARY KATHRYN ALDRICH KIMBERLY ANN CAIN MARGARET ADDA Y ALLEN JANET SUE CARPENTER RHONDA YVONNE ALLEN JEANETTE CHADWICK CHERYL LYNN ALLEY MARILYN KAY CHAPMAN PAMELA SUE NAPIER ANDERSON LINDA JEANNE CHILDERS DELPHIA L YSA ARCHER THELMA JO CHRISTIAN KAREN KAY ARMENTROUT EUGENE CLAPSIS PAULA S. ASH KAREN LYNNE CLENDENIN THERESA GAIL BARR VICKIE LYNN CLUSKY LEA ANN BASS SAM W. COCHENOUR, JR. LISA JANE BEARD CARLA JEAN COCHRAN BARBARA ANN BELL ROBERT BRENT COLEMAN SUE BLACKBURN BERRY VICKY GAIL MOORE COLLIER DREMA GAIL BIAS LYNNE JOYCE COLLIERS CYNTHIA ANNE BISSETT CONNIE MAE CONRAD WALTER JEROME BOHANNA TINA LOUISE COREY CLARA ANN BOLTON KIMBERLY SUE CRAWFORD CHRISTINA ANN BOOTH SHELDA ADKINS CRAWFORD KAREN M. BOSIA CATHERINE SUZANNE CRUMP KEVIN RUSSELL BOWEN BEYERL Y SCARBERRY DAILEY EDITH KA THERINE BRABBAN JUDY ANN M. DA VIS JOLEA BETH BUCK TIMOTHY MARK DA VIS BERNA JEAN BURCHAM CYNTHIA KAY COPLEY DAY SHARON KAY BURLEY THERESA GAYLE DOUGLAS MARY STEPHANIE BUSH LAURA ANN ESTEP 
BENTON LINCOLN FAY PAMELA GA YE FRANCIS RUBY GAIL KITCHEN FRY LABEN FRANK FRYE STANLEY EUGENE GILBERT WILLIAM KIM GUY MARSHA ANN HALE FRANCES L. HALSTEAD VICKIE LYNN HAMLIN JOHN MILTON HARBOUR DEBRA ANN HATCHER DAVID LEE HELMER JOSEPH MATTHEW HESS DEBRA KATHLEEN HISSAM MARCIA LYNN HOARD ROBIN ELAINE MURRAY HOBBS CAROL ANNE HOLCOMB JANE ELIZABETH HOSKINS DEBORAH LYNN HOWARD MARSHA ANN HRABAK MARTIN DA VIS HURLEY ABBI LYNN JOHNSON SANDRA GIBSON JUSTICE KATHRYN SUE KIBBEY SUSAN ELIZABETH KNAP PAMELA KORPUS KRINOCK CHERYL ANN LANGDON MARSHA DEAN LAWSON REBECCA JANE LUBONIA CATHRYN MELIA MALE JAMES BRADLEY MARTIN RANDALL GREY MAYNARD SHIRLEY DIANA McCLELLAN ROBIN LYNN WEIFORD McCOMAS TERESA LYNN McCOMAS WILLIAM JAMES McCORMICK, JR. DEBRA SUE McGUFFIN MARSHA JANE McKINNEY HAROLD VERDA YNE MEADE, JR. ROBERT SYKES MESITE MICHELLE ANN MIDGET BETTY JO MILLER MELISSA SUE MILLER MICHAEL GEORGE MISITI NORMA WILSON MITCHELL LAWRENCE MORGAN MARTHA GILLILAND MORGAN FRANKIE DENISE MORRIS TERRI S. MUNCY GENE MURPHY LINDA CLINE NAGY GLORIA CHRISTINE NORDEEN DEBORAH ANN OAKES JEANETTE LYNN OLDAKER SHARON LEIGH ORR CLIFFORD ARLIE OSBORNE DEBORAH LOU PARSONS ROY E. PATRICK, JR. MARY ELIZABETH PAVLIK KENNETH RAY PERRY MARILYN WEBB PERRY DEBRA ANN PICKLESIMER MATTHEW DWAYNE PLANTE SHARON COOPER PLEASANT BARBARA JEAN PERRY POWERS ROSE MARY RIGBY PROCOPIO GALE VICTORIA PROFFIT WILLIAM CURTIS ROBBINS 
CHRISTINE VERONICA ROG DEBRA KAY ROY BELINDA GAIL PORTER SAMMONS DA YID EUGENE SAMMONS NANCY LYNN SCHMID KATHLEEN JULIET SCHNEIDER WILLIAM LEE SCHROEDER JENNIE JO SEXTON DA YID GLENN SHAFER FRANK O'DELL SHAFFER PAMELA LYNN SHAFFER AMANDA ANN SHEETS H. JEFFREY SMITHIRENE MESSER SMITH MARGARET ANN SOLBERG SUSAN LYNN SPEARS SANDRA STEPHENS BARBARA WATSON TABARETTI JENNIFER KAY TARDY RAMONA LOIS THOMPSON KATHLEEN TOWNE TONEY DA YID THOMAS TURLEY LARRY JAMES TURNER JAMES D. WAGES RUIA MAXINE WAGNER SUSAN RENE MARIE WAGONER PAMELA L. WALBURN JAMES ALLEN WALTERS CINDA LEE WARD DIANE LEIGH WARD GREGORY PAUL WASSUM CYNTHIA STEPP WEBB SHARON KALMON WEED SUZANNE HEALY WELCH LOLA ANN WELLMAN RITA JEAN WHALEY KIMBERLY LYNN WILLIAMS REBECCA ESCH WOOD DORIS JEAN WORKMAN MILLIE MARIE WORKMAN DANA WEBSTER YOUNG TIMOTHY MORRIS YOUNG 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DA YID ALAN CAUDILL MARSHA ANN CASDORPH TERRI LEA COX JAMES STEPHEN ELDER LISA JAYNE GERGELY MELINDA GAY McKEE RICK LEE WEBER 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 
BACHELOR OF ARTS REGINA DINAH TOMBLIN ADAMS DEBORAH GAIL ADKINS ESTHER WILLARD AMMERMAN JACK WILLIS AUSTIN JACK EDWARD BAILEY VICKI LYNN BAILEY DEBORAH KAY HINKLE BARNETT DONNA JEAN BARTRAM BARBARA LOUISE BAXTER ROGER DUANE BENNETT ROBIN PATRICK BESS DEANNA LESLIE BILLUPS ALICE ANN BOWLING CHERYL DILLE BOWMAN CYNTHIA PARSONS BOYLES JANICE RADA BROWN CHERYL DIANA McCANN BRYANT DEBORAH KAY BUCHANAN DEBORAH SUE BURDETTE CHARLENE ANN CARPER LINDA GLADYS CARRIER CHERYL LYNN CARTER DARLENE ELAINE YOUNG CHANEY JACQUELIN KESSLER CHANEY PATRICIA ANN CLAGG CYNTHIA ARBOGAST COUNTS JEFFREY DAVID COWDREY BEVERLY LYNN COX VIRGIL BRUCE CURRY ANNE MARGARET CUTLIP TINA VIERS DAVIS LINDA JEAN DEAN TERESA LYNNE MITCHEM EDMONDS LISA FUGATE ELLERBROCK JAN MARIE MEADOWS ELLIS NELSON BENNETT EPLEY CATHY MARIE ETHERIDGE JANE HALE EV ANS DONNALEE FINCH RAYMOND EDWARD GARNER CYNTHIA BESS GIARDINA VIVIAN JOYCE GIBSON ANN LUDEAN GRUBBS JACQUELIN SMELLEY HALL JOHNNIE RAY HAMILTON KENNETH WARREN HATFIELD BERNICE WALTERS HAYNIE DEBRA ZIMAROWSKI HENSLEY PATRICIA ANN HINEBAUGH STEPHEN JOSEPH HOPKINS JANET MARIE HUTCHINSON DEBORAH ANN JAZWINSKI TIMOTHY SCOTT JENNINGS IVAN JOHNSON JANE ELLEN JOHNSON JANET ELAINE JOHNSON GREGORY EATON JONES JUDY ANN JONES KAREN WOOD JONES BETTY SUE KOONTZ PATRICIA GAMBLE LEFKOWICZ DEBRA ROSE LONGO 
MARIE DAWN LUCAS PAMELA CLARKSON LUSHER JACK WESLEY LYON JANET ELLEN MARPLE SHERRY DIANE McCOY RAYMOND DEWAYNE McGRADY WILLIAM PATRICK McKEE GINGER LEE COMBS McMAHON DEBRA JOYCE MEADOWS CASIMIR JOHN MICHNOWICZ, II TERRI COLLEEN MILLER CINDY LOU MILLS KENNETH EDSEL NEW WILLIAM GENE O'CONNELL, JR. MARY ANN OGDEN TERRY LEE PARKER BARBARA FUGATE PARSONS VICKI LYNN PARSONS TAMARA ELIZABETH PEYTON ROBERT LEWIS PIERCEY, JR. FATMAH 0. RADHI ROBIN GAIL RAMEY KYLENA JOYCE ROBERTS ROBIN COURTS ROGERS BETTY ANN RORRER DAVID MARTIN SANDERS STEPHEN THOMAS SAYRE CINDY CLAY SCARBERRY DARLENE MAE SECKMAN VICKI FERN JACOBS SHIVEL MARK DAVID SKILES SHEILA ANN SMITH TWILA LOU SMITH EVELYN LEA STICKMAN SABRINA ANN STITT ROBERT DENNIS TEMPLETON DIANE MARIE THOMPSON MARY ELIZABETH THOMPSON SYLVIA LUCILLE THOMPSON REBECCA JEAN THORPE TAMARA SHAY TOLLIVER LINDA LACKEY TRENT MARY THOMPSON TURNER KARLA JANE TYREE VERNON MORTON VARNUM ANN MARGARET WALLACE ANN MARIE WA TIS JONI SUE WEBB RITA JO WEHRLE JO CLARE WHITE JULIA GAIL WILGUS CAROL RAE MORSE WILSON DINAH KAY WISE WITT BOBBY GENE WORKMAN, JR. 
: BACHELOR OF SCIENCEGREGORY. CHAMBERS MARY ANNA GROVES RONALD WAYNE HIGH LARRY JUNIUS JONES MARIANNE HOWELL STEC STEPHEN LEE TAYLOR SAMUEL REECE WATKINS, III 
AUGUST 18, 1978 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GAIL FRANCES GEOUGE ADKINS 
SANDRA MARCUM ADKINS 
PAMELA MITCHEM BLACK 
JAMES TONEY DINGESS 
REBECCA LEA ELKINS 
SYLVIA KIMBERLY EMBRESCIA 
MARYELLEN EVANS 
SHERRY MOORE HAMILTON 
GREGORY BLAKE HIBBARD 
DEBORAH ANN KALT 
CAROL. LEE KIPP 
GARY WAYNE KIRK 
GLENN OLIVER KOUNS 
DEBRA NORTHUP LONG 
JEANNE ANNE 'MACEL 
JAMES JOSEPH MARCUM 
RICHARD JOSEPH MARTIN 
LISA LU ANN MILAM 
MARK DANIEL MORGAN 
MARCIA MAE MULLER 
SHARON BAILEY NELSON 
HELEN BROWN PRESTON 
JAMES HOWARD SHOTT, III 
SUZANNE WOLFORD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JOHN PRESTON ARNOLD 
SUSAN LYNN ATON 
NANCY THOMPSON BRADLEY 
ROBERT A JEAN CHENOWETH 
JEREMIAH LEE GAGNON 
DONALD LEE GOSSETT, JR. 
STEVEN KENT JAMESON 
GLORIA RENEE LILLY 
DARRYL GREGORY McCALLISTER 
JUDY LYNN PRITCHARD 
LEA KATE QUESENBERRY 
STEVEN JAMES SWAIN 
KIMBERLY MOURER THOMPSON 
DIANNE MARIE YOUMANS 
JULY 14, 1978 
BACHELOR OF ARTS KIMBERLY RA YNES BIAS FREDA DIANE LAWSON MELINDA DEE BRISON DAVID ALFONSO LEDGER MYRA ANN BROWNING VICTORIA LYNN BAZEMORE LEMONS ANNETTE MICHAEL BRUMFIELD CAROL SUSAN MASTROIANNI LINDA KAY BRYAN ETHEL LEE LOWE BUTLER DARLENE MEADOR KEISTER EILEEN ANN BUTTERWORTH TURMAN GAY MEADOWS IV AN THOMAS NAPIER MARGARET BROOKE CHAMBERS ANITA HUFFMAN RIGGS TERRI LYNN CRAFT JOHN MICHAEL RUTHERFORD DREMA GAY DALTON SUSAN RUTH SMITH RHONDA McKINZIE DOTSON CAROLYN SUE STONE JALANA GAIL DUNCAN WINONA LEA THOMPSON KAREENA M. HALE CORA LINDER VanMIDDLESWORTH LEAH JANE HOBBS PETTI JEAN KIRK WAGGONER NANCY JANE HUNTER MARSHA LEE WEBB DINAH PERRY JUSTICE PRISCILLA LYNN WHITE SUSAN LYNN KENEIPP TONDA KAY WHITE CONSTANCE COLEMAN KIRK LYNN ELIZABETH WOODS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MARY CATHERINE PAYNE FOX LINDA JEAN GALLIAN KIMBERLY COOK McHENRY 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS Dr. George J. Harbold, Dean MAY 12, 1979 BACHELOR OF ARTS ROBERT MALCOLM ADKINS DORCAS MARLENE ALIFF CINDA GAYLE STILTNER ALTIZER BETTY (PENNY) JUNE AUSTIN DANIEL M. AYRES GRETCHEN KOOKEN BARELSKI BETSY BARGER VIRGINIA LOUISE BICKNELL KEITH E. BOWIE SUSAN S. BRANNEN DAVID LEE BROWN NANCY ELLEN CAMPBELL DIANNA WHITT CARRICO BERNARD ALLEN CARTER KEVIN LYDELL CLARK STEPHEN FRANCIS CLEARY GARY ALLEN COLLIAS ELIZABETH JEWELL COOK JOHN DANDRIDGE COOK BILLY JOE COOKSEY ALYCE MARRIE COOPER WALTER ANDREW COUNTS RAY CRABTREE, JR. DONALD JOSEPH CREAMER, JR. PIA CUMMINGS TERRY BRUCE CURTIS MARVIN DEXTER DENT CHARLES EDWARD DERBYSHIRE, III FRANK ALAN HOWARD DILATUSH GARRIE LEO FANNING CARMEN MARIA FLYNN JERRY ALAN FOSTER CYNTHIA MARY GABRIEL JEFFERY ALLEN GAINER SANDE CARL GENUNG JOY LYNN GLASS WILLI.AM RICHARD GOE CAROLYN WHETSELL GORE SENT A MARIE GOUDY ANTHONY MARION GRIECO JUDY LEE GRUBER C. KIM HALLAM, JR.MARK ALLEN HAMMER NANCY SHAPERO HARFORD DEBORAH LYNN HARPER JEFFREY MARK HARVEY MELISSA DAWN HATCHER JEFF HATFIELD MARGARET RYMAN HA YOON KELVIN EDWARD HOLLIDAY JAMES ALLEN HOPKINS BRYAN JAMES HOYLMAN WILLIAM J. IDDINGS GREGORY ALLEN JARRELL 
LILA KAV JOHNSON EDWARD L. PASLEY STEPHEN A. KERN PHYLLIS ANN PERRY JACQUELINE MANYA KINDER LARRY DAVID POYNTER VICKIE LYNN KOPSOLIAS STEVEN PRIBANICH CARLA SUE WASSON LAPELLE CAROL RENEE PROCTOR ROBERT FRANCIS LESH, JR. ANCIL G. RAMEY SHARON RUTH LOTZ SCOTT F. REYNOLDS JEFFREY ALLEN LOUDERMILK MARK ALAN RIGNEY DENISE ELIZABETH MACEYKO ELISABETH ANNE RIPPER DENNIS BRIAN MAGUIRE CHARLES LAURENCE ROBINSON BEVERLY KAY MARTIN MAURICE WILLIAM ROSS, JR. ALICE PFLAUMER MAXWELL JOHN EJlERETI ROUSH EDWARD OTIS MAYS JOHN MICHAEL SADLER MARY BETH McCLURE MARY CATHERINE SCHULTZ SANDRA LEE McCLURE TIMOTHY JAMES SHAW GREGORY PAUL McCUTCHEON DIANE LEE SLAUGHTER JUDY LYNN McDONALD CRAIG CHRISTOPHER SPICER LEESA ANN McGUIRE PERRY LEE ST ALEY, III RICHARD RENE McLAUGHLIN LEE EDWARD STINNETT NICHOLAS JOHN MILLER MILDRED SABRINA THORNTON CYNTHIA LOUISE MIRAGLIOTTA ROSS CLAYTON TODD LOUIS RAFAEL MOLINA CURTIS LEE WATKINS DEBORAH ELAINE MULLENS ANNETTE ELISABETH WIECHERS JACKIE LYNN MURPHY MICHAEL WALKER WILLIAMS RUTH E. NAPIER JANE MARIE WILLIAMSON CLAIRE MARIE NUDD JUDY ANN WILLISON LOUIS R. PACKER STEPHANIE ANN WINLAND RICHARD RAY PARKS CAROLYN MARIE WOOD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ANN MARIE BAILEY ANITA LOUISE BROWN PAUL ARTHUR BILLUPS MARK SCOTT BURGESS STEPHEN GEORGE BODNAR DAVID JAMES CALLIHAN ROGER PAUL BRANDEBERRY LAURA FRANCES CROUCH 
II 
II 
II 
I" 
I 
I 
LUCINDA ANNE DURRETT DIANNA RUTH HOLTZ DEBORAH ANN HUNTER GORDON KENDALL JAMES BEYERL Y JEAN JOHNS PAUL CYRUS LEWIS KIMBERLY ANNE MARTIN KEITH CURTIS McNEELY DEAN RICHARD NEAL DEBRA LYNN RILEY CAMILLA ANN CURRY SINGLETON DANA LEE THOMAS MICHAEL ANDREW TRAWICK LITTIE ANN WATKINS KEWYN LOUIS WILLIAMS JOHN DENNIS WOOLFOLK BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK WILLIE WHEELER CRAYCRAFT ROGER D. FULKS CECILIA ANN PAULEY SUSAN GAY WOOD ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE STEPHEN GEORGE BODNAR JOSEPH WILLIAM BOSWELL, JR. GLORIA J. CARTER-RICHMOND JOHN DENNIS WOOLFOLK 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 
BACHELOR OF ARTS JAMES ROBERT ACCORD EDNA MAY KOONS CATHY DIANE ARROWOOD MICHAEL LAWHORN DEBORAH LYNN BIRTHISEL LO_LA IRVIN McGUIER SARAH MIRAGLIOTT A BURGESS CHARLES RAYMOND MINSKER RICHARD DALE COLLINS MARK ALAN PAXTON SUSAN HAFER COLLINSWORTH CONNIE LEE REED RUTH ANN CORNELL RICHARD M. RIFFE KIMBERLY ANN DILLON DEREK KEITH ROSS MARK ROBERT DOLLISON JONIE J. SHREWSBURY REGINA LOU ELLIS RICHARD CLAYTON SMOOT, III MICHAEL CURTIS FOX THOMAS JAMES TOLLIVER MARSHA LYNNE HARBERT KATHARINE LEE WHEATLEY MARK STEVEN HICKMAN HENRY WINSTON WILLIAMS, JR. CORINNE ALLEN HILL ROSEMARIE WILSON RONALD ALAN HILL TERRY LEE WORKMAN GEORGANN CARTER HOLBROOK THEODORE GILBERT WORKMAN DA YID MICHAEL HURON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE KIM ADAIR ACORD MELODIE SUE ALLISON WANDA JEAN AUSTIN JENNIFER DEE BEVINO GEORGE SCOTT BLACK TRACI RENEE DAVIDSON NINA LYNN DIMITROFF JON DAVID FELTY MARGARET MARY GRIPSHOVER DALE MARK LYONS KAREN M. SPOOR DOROTHY AGNES WHEELER RICHARD LEON ZIRKLE 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE RAYMOND EDWARD GARNER GORDON KENDALL JAMES WILLIAM GERALD LUNSFORD RICHARD M. RIFFE 
AuqusT 18, 1978 BACHELOR OF ARTSVIDA DENISE BEEMER WILLIAM DALE BLANKENSHIP JONATHAN ANDREW BROH KATHY ILENE CHAPMAN EMILY JANE CREMENS JAMES MICHAEL DEVENY PATRICIA DELL FERGUSON GARY JOE HINCHMAN JOHN EARL �ENKINS, III BRADY KEITH LIPSCOMB MARSHA WOOD PARKS ROBERT HUGH PLYMALE MONICA FERGUSON RUTHERFORD HARRY TIMOTHY STEWART ELLEN MARIE STOVER BACHELOR OF SCIENCE JOHN M. BARNES, II MARK RECTOR BRYAN JEAN MELODYE EDDY ARVILLE CHARLES FERGUSON, JR. MITCHELL LANE HUGHES SALLY ANNE MAIDEN VICKIE LYNN WHITE PHYLLIS ANN WILLIAMSON ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE GEORGE SCOTT BLACK 
JULY 14, 1978 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARGARET WILSON ARTHUR 
RICHARD WALTON CHAMBERS 
CONSTANCE HAGER 
DEMPSEY DOMINIC WHITE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STEVEN RAY ADKINS 
THOMAS HOLT JOHNSON 
KATHLEEN RAE BROWN 
SCARBERRY 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
RAY ANDREW BERRY 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS Dr. Sara E. Anderson, Dean MAY 12, 1979 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LARRY GENE ADAMS JOSEPH RAMSEY ADKINS SHARON ROSE ADKINS CANDICE ANN AGEE ANDREA L. ALLEN ELIZABETH ALLEN WILLIAM WILDER ATKINS, III JOHN BOYCE BARTHOLOMEW, JR. RUSSELL ALAN BAYS EDWARD ALAN BAZEL JANE ANN BEARD LEE ANN HAWLEY BELL CHARLES DA YID BIAS SUZANNE DANIEL BICKERTON STEPHEN JOHN BIRON RONNIE RAY BLANKENSHIP CHARLES ALFRED BOCH ROBERT STEPHEN BOONE JEFFERY LEE BOYD DEBORAH MARIE BOYER SHARON KAY BRANCH JEFFERY EDWARD BROOKS JOHN EDWARD BRYAN DEBORAH JO BURDETTE REBECCA JO BUSH JOHN WILLIAM CALENDINE CHESTER BLAINE CHAFIN, JR. ROBERT JAMES CHENOWETH, III CHARLES MICHAEL CHILDERS APOLLO DENNIS CHUKWUEMEKA J. K. CLAY JAMES M. COLLINS MICHEAL VERNON CONLEY NATHANIEL JOSEPH COSBY, JR. JACKIE SUE COX JOHN PATRICK CRICKARD NANCY JEAN CRUTCHFIELD BARBARA ANN CUMMINGS RONALD MARK DAWKINS ELVIRA ANN DiMASCIO MARY JOANNE DODD PATTI LOU DOYLE KAREN ANN EASTHAM CINDY SUE EPLING ANNE MEREDITH EV ANS SHERRIE LYNN EV ANS ROBERT ANTHONY FENNO CARL FERRELL BETH ANN FLEMING PAUL MORGAN FOARD JOHN CAL VERT FOOSE, II KENNETH ODELL FR YE ROSEMARY FRYE CARL JEFFREY GIBBS 
J 
MARY MORGAN GILLESPIE WILLIE DARRELL LEFTWICH MICHAEL GLENN GODWIN DENNIS JAMES LITTLE ARTHUR EUGENE GREATHOUSE EDDIE NEIL LONG LELAND STANFORD GRIFFITH, III REGINA KAY LOPEZ TIMOTHY PAUL GROSSI CONNIE MARIE LOWE JOHN FULTON HALE, JR. PAULA JEAN LUCAS GREGG ANTHONEY HALL ELLYN ROBERT A MAIER DEBRA LYNN HALSTEAD CHERYL S. MARSHALL LISA ANNE HARPER VERNON HENRY MARTIN, JR. ROBERT WILLIAMSON HARRIS JEANNE MONROE MATNEY STEPHEN RAY HARRIS BRUCE KEVIN McCLURE CHARLES MARK HARVEY WILLIAM LEE McCLURE TONI LEE HATTEN ROXANNE DeARMEY McCOMBS KIM LEE HENRY PAULA JANE McCRAY JAMES MARTIN HICKS JAMES M. McGUIER PAUL MARSHALL HIGGINS DIANE ELIZABETH MEADOWS JAMES LEE HINZMAN RICHARD CARL MILLER STEPHEN BRUCE HOAG SHERRI LYNN MILLER JOSHUA THOMAS HOLLAND, II THEODORE R. MILLS, JR. ROBERT JEFFREY HOOVER MARK WILLIAM MITCHELL KIM EUGENE HUMPHREYS JOHN MOONEY RONALD ERROL JACKSON CURTIS LOWELL MOORE DEBRA LYNN JARRELL MARVIN N. MOORE JOHN DAVID JARRELL DEBRA CHAFFIN MORRISON KENT BARTLETT JOHNSON KIMBERLY LYNN MORRISON GARY LEE JONES CHUKWUMA M. 0. MUOMAH WATSON JONES GINGER ANN NANCE TONDALYNN JORDAN TIMOTHY LEE NEAL GEORGE B. KENNEY, III WILMA NICOL O'BRIEN MARCUS E. KENYON TIMOTHY TUCKER O'DELL JOHN ONOCHIE KW AZU ROSALIE ORTEGA PATRICK ALAN LAMBERT DAVID BRIAN OSBORNE NASSER Y AHY A LAMKI OKECHUKWU P. OWULU LOLA ELIZABETH LAYNE MARGARET ANN PATRICK 
MARK STEPHEN PATRICK 
KENNETH ALBERT PEMBERTON 
CLARENCE KING PERKINSON 
JANET KIMBERLY PETERS 
WILLIAM KENNETH PHILLIPS 
NORMAN LEE PICKETT 
SO LET A CELESTE PRINO 
CORAL JOAN PROFFITT 
RONALD SCOTT RADER 
ELROY GEORGE RICHARDSON 
CAROL ANN ROBINSON 
RUSSELL R. RUCKER, III 
JOHN RULLI 
TOMI JO RYLE 
SANJEEV SACHDEV A 
ROSS MARVIN SCAGGS 
RUSSEL KIRK SCHULTHEIS 
RANDALL CALVIN SEARLS 
TODD ALLEN SEAY 
JAMES HURSTON SELLARDS 
CHARLES ROBERT SHANTA, JR. 
THERESA GAIL BLANKENSHIP 
SHERMAN 
GARY MICHAEL SHORT 
RONALD EDWARD SIDERS 
DENNIS WARREN SIZEMORE 
SULAIMON OLALEKAN SOETAN 
PAUL DAVID SOWARDS 
BILLY BRYAN SPARKS 
TERRY ALLEN STEPHENS 
GEORGE EDWARD STERN 
WAYNE ANDREW STEWART 
BRENDA LYNN STONE 
DIANNE E. SWAVELY 
DAMITA JOCELYN TARTT 
JOHN JR. THACKER 
DENISE RENE THOMPSON 
DENISE ELAINE THORNTON 
STEVEN EDWARD THORNTON 
EDDIE JOE VANDERHOOF 
THOMAS LEO VAN MIDDLESWORTH 
MICHAEL EUGENE VARNEY 
ALDA SUE MOORE WAGNER 
GREGORY ALAN WAGNER 
RANDALL LEE WARD 
LAMBERT TAYLOR WARMAN, III 
LINDA CHARLENE WASSUM 
HAROLD VANCE WA TIS 
DARRELL LEE WELKER 
MICHAEL EDWARD WHALEY 
RODNEY EARL WILKINSON 
SUSAN REBECCA WOOD 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
DARRELL L. ANDERSON 
GABRIEL SUE CANADA 
JUDY ANN WILLISON 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MICHAEL EUGENE ABRAHAM PAMELA ANN McCLURE DWIGH1 ORVILLE BAILEY DIANA KAY McDONIE BEVERLY KAREN BAKER DAVID EUGENE McKENZIE LINDA ANN BETTERIDGE CAROL ANN McMULLEN NANCY ANN BUNTON JOHN LEE MITCHELL, II WILMA JEAN CARPENTER RONALD RATH MORGAN LAURA HICKEY CHEVAVONGSURASAK GREGORY ALAN MORRISON RANDY ALLEN COMBS KATHRYN E. MUTTERS JOHN EDGAR CRAIG ANENE OLIVER OFOMATA SHIRLEY CHADWICK DEAL JAMES ROBERT OSBORNE ROXANA LEE DOVE JAMES EDWARD PORTER KAREN SCHOONOVER ELLIS DAVID JOHN ROBEY JULIEN LYCURGUE EYSMANS, IV RITA DARLENE ROLES ANDREW LEE FAMA JAMES GREGORY ROWSEY BRUCE HOLLEY GRIMMETT ARTURO HUERTA SANCHEZ REBECCA JO GUTHRIE MARK ALLEN HAWORTH REBECCA LEE HEROLD VIRGIL RICHARD HICKS ANNA MARIE HOOD THOMAS EDWARD HOW ARD HERBERT LEA JONES, JR. JEFFREY LYNN KEYSER WARREN BRICEN KNIGHT WILLIAM P. KRESS KIMBERLY ANNE LEACH DAVID E. LINGERFELT FAY MARGARET MANNON CHARLES FREDERICK SARGENT RICHARD ANDREW SHARP SUSAN LESLIE SHEP ARD JOHN E. SKAFF JOHNNY MACK SP ARKS ROBERT BRUCE TUCKER JOHN ANDREW VanCLEVE JAMES EDWARD WATERS, JR. BRITTON LOUIS WELLS STEPHEN MICHAEL WILKS JOSEPH LEE WILLIAMS, JR. SANDRA KAY WINTERS ROGER LEE WRIGHT TIMOTHY ROBERT MAY JOHN EMANUEL XENOS 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE CHERYL COLEGROVE CREMEANS BEVERLY HENSLEY DAWSON SUSAN BETH MORRISON 
AUGUST 18, 1978 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DANIEL RICHARD BARNETT CECILIA JANE FINNEY BIRAM DA YID LEE CARTER JEANMARIE CASANA VE CONNIE DIANE DILLON PAMELA SUE ESTEP CYNTHIA MARIE HICKMAN RICKY KEITH JUSTICE RANDY HOWARD LUSHER MARK ALAN RITCHEA MICHAEL SHAWN SCHERER BILLY COLAN TAYLOR ROBERT KEITH THOMASSON HEWLETT ALLEN TROGDON SARA JANE WILSON GREGORY YOUNG 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE MARY LYNN HAMRICK KAREN PRICE WATSON 
JULY 14, 1978 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MICHAEL LEE BECKNER KAREN ST ANTON BRANCH JAMES WILLIAM CARMAN JIMMY DALE CYRUS STEPHEN EARL DEMPSEY RICHARD LEE EATON REBECCA SUE GOUGH MICHAEL RAY HAWLEY GARY HARLESS HOKE CLAUDE RICHARD KNIGHT DA YID MICHAEL MARZ EUGENE H. McKEE, JR. ROBERT GLENN PAYNE MARK WARREN SOVINE THOMAS DWAYNE SPRINKLE JOYCE ELAINE TAYLOR BETTE ANN WALTHALL THEODORIS ANN PELPHREY WARNER ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE BEVERLY SCARBERRY DAILEY 
I , 
REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEGREE 
Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Vice President for Academic Affairs MAY 12, 1979 HAROLD PATRICK BARTRAM MICHAEL JEROME BOSHELL STEPHANIE JOE BRIGODE ROBERT DAVID CARPENTER GLORIA J. CARTER-RICHMOND JACK EVERETT Cl:IITTUM ROBERT DEE CROUCH ROGER CAMERON DEAN MARIA KOST AS DOUB MARY BOLAND ELDER DONALD CHARLES FOLEY ERVIN EARL GRIZZEL SARAH LEE WALKER HALL GERALD WILLIAM HARWOOD CHRISTINE LEE HEDGER KENNETH PAUL HICKS ROBERT LEWIS HOWES CORNELIA KATHLEEN BARRON DONALD GLENN ENSOR ROBERT JAMES TRANQUILL SAMMY LEE LEFFINGWELL MURREY EMMETT LOFLIN CA THERINE LONG MABE MARTHA BOGGS McCLAIN JAMES WILTON McTYRE ALVIE EDWARD QUALLS RONALD C. RAY NANCY JO RICE SANDRA THORNILEY ROGERS HARRY RUTHERFORD GEORGE WALLACE SEXTON DENNIS JACK SMITH DAVID LOUIS WEBB DOLLIE JOSEPHINE WELLMAN RONDEL EUGENE WILKINSON WAYNE CLAYTON WINDLE 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 MICHAEL BERNHARDT ALBERS RITA SONGER LYNCH SALLY HENDERSON ALVAREZ EDWIN ALAN MOORE ROBERT WILSON BARR, JR . PA.TRICIA MOORE MORRIS WALTER CLYDE BOZZELL CLIFTON LEON PANRELL LESLIE GLEN BRADSHAW JEFFREY WAYNE PLANTS CHARLES A. CORDER WILLIAM ANTON SADLER MERRILL WILLIAMS FOX, JR. GAINES EDWARD SMITH THOMAS PRESTON HACKNEY, JR. RONALD EUGENE STARCHER ELLEN WILLIAMS HAWES REBECCA SUE STEPHENS CLARA ANN BAREIS HILL CLYDE STOWERS WILLIAM THOMPSON KECK SALLY PLUMLEY WALLACE RICHARD EV ANS KOUNS CARL EDWARD WRIGHT, JR. AUGUST 18, 1978 ARZA TALMADGE BARNETT, JR. JEFFREY PETER HANNAN WILLIAM BENJAMIN RIFE DAVID LEE SMITH PAUL EUGENE SMITH 
JULY 14, 1978 MATTHEW L. BEARD SUE ELLEN BELL JACKIE RAY BUCKALEW JOHN STRONG CLARK ARDITH BOWMAN EPPERHART DIAN A KAY LANE MITSUKO PERRY NANCY BURNS PETRY ALICE BUSBY PREY 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Dr. Edward S. Hanrahan; Dean MAY 12, 1979 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MARVIN EDWARD BENNETT, III JENNIFER SUE BLAKE DANA FRANKLIN BOGGESS GREGORY ALAN BOWLES ROGER DEAN BRUCE JOHN A. CAREY KIMBERLY DAWN CAREY "MARK NORWOOD CASDORPH STEPHEN THOMAS CRUM PAUL RAY DURST DWIGHT DAVID DYER JOHNNY RAY ELLISON JAMES WILLIAM ENDICOTT GALE ADKINS GIVEN CAROL LEE HAMMOCK DAVID RAY HARMON ROBERT ARLET HENRY RITA CAROL HERN AUBREY NATHANIEL JACKSON, JR. GARY ALLEN KENNEDY LESTER LABUS CHESTER LEON LAYNE JANNA WILGUS LEWIS MICHAEL BLAINE LYNCH MICHAEL RALPH MANNON BRENT SCOTT MATTOX PERRY MEADOWS DEBORAH S. MITCHELL TONY JAMES MURPHY, JR. ALAN NAPIER SARA LYNN NEAL GREGORY DEAN PRATER DONNA S. RIGGS LEE SCOTT RIGSBY DIANA LYNNE SAMPLES WILLIAM SOL SHEILS, JR. HAROLD EUGENE SIDLER, III BRENT DOUGLAS SMITH DANIEL LEE SMITH JEFFREY DON SMITH JEFFREY SCOTT STEPHENSON CASSIE LYNN TAYLOR DAVID NEAL THOMPSON TED ALAN TOLER PAULA RUTH TRUMBO KATHRYN LYNN TRUSLOW JAN DAVID TYSINGER GREGORY WAYNE WAMSLEY RAYMOND WESLEY WILSON DONNA SUE WOLODKIN MICHAEL JOSEPH WYLLIE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY JEFFREY ALLEN CLEMENS ILLENE FAY HENSON GARY ANDREW LANDSETTLE JOHN MARK LANHAM BUDDY LEE ROBINSON WILLIAM ROBERT SIMS MICHAEL A. THOMPSON BACHELOR OF ARTS DAVID CARL STEPHENS BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY TRENESE RENE MULLINS BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY DRENDA ADKINS JERIANNE WARREN BEAUMONT LANA SUE EMERY JAMES RUSSELL GASKINS PATRICIA JOAN GROVES EMILIE DEE IDA HOOD CHRISTINA LYNN YATES 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE CONNIE JANE WESTERMAN AGEE DAVID LEE BELL NANCY GA YLYNN DINKINS SHABRI CHANDRA V ADAN GANDHI JAMES LEROY McINTYRE, JR. PAMELA JEAN McKEE WALTER LEE MICHAEL ARSENIA M. MONTERO CHARLES BAXTER MORRIS, III CHARLENE KAY NUGEN PEGGY LYNN O'BRIEN TONY McCONNELL PERRY JUSTIN LOUIS RAY MICHAEL BRYAN REYNOLDS JAMES ANTHONY ROSE RANDAL LEON ROSIEK CHARLES EDWARD SAMMONS TED ALBERT SMITH BEYERL Y DAWN SPURLOCK PAMELA ROSE STRICKLAND 
AUGUST 18, 1978 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE BELINDA RENE AVALOS RODNEY DALE HAGLEY DOUGLAS CRAIG HAMBY SUSAN LYNN MILLER KELLY NAPIER FREDA MICHELLE PAINTER WILLIAM ALAN RADA DANA FRANKLIN TURLEY RONALD WYATT WILLIAMS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY JAMES ANTHONY ALUISE MARY KATHLEEN DURHAM VERNON RAY ELKINS LUCINDA LEIGH HENSLEY EDWARD PAUL ISAACS PAMELA JO MEREDITH RACHEL SUE PENNINGTON SUSAN DIANE BLACKBURN PENNINGTON WILLIAM FREDERIC SCHNITZKER, JR. JUDY ANN WEA VER TERESA LEE WILKINSON NANCY ELLEN ZIMMERMAN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY SUSAN BRUSCHI DEBORAH BARTMAN CLARK KATHERINE ALDRIDGE SHINKLE MELANIE ANN STEPHENSON 
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE FRANCES ELAINE BEDWELL GEORGE STEVEN CALES LAURA ELIZABETH CLARK ELIZABETH CRAWFORD KAREN LOU HOWARD RICHARD MICHAEL JOBE ER VIN NEW, JR. TANYA ANNE PERKOVIC CHERYL ANN SIMPSON CHERYL LYNNE STRAIT 
JULY 14, 1978 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE REGGIE LEE CUNNINGHAM DAVID F. KENNEDY LARRY EUGENE LAFON 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Dr. Virginia 0. Allen, Dean 
MAY 12, 1979 
BACHEWR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
SUE ANN BAKAITIS JANICE MARY JUDY 
KATHIE EATON BRIZENDINE CALOWAY SCOTT KING, JR. 
SARAH JANE NOEL ESKEW THERESA DENISE LOAN 
ALICE ELEANOR GREGORY HALL L. LUANN MINICH
CAROL LEE HARPER LENORA JANE HUMPHREY ROGERS 
SUSAN LEWIS HOLBROOK CAROL KAY RUTHERFORD 
CYNTHIA JAN POWELL HOLTZWORTH JESSICA HALSTEAD SHARP 
WANDA SKAGGS HUFFMAN MARY ELIZABETH SMITH 
TERESA RENE HUTTON RACHEL EFFOLIA SMITH 
NANCY LYNN CLICK JARRELL SANDRA KAY THOMPSON 
DEBORAH SUE JIVIDEN SUSAN MADSEN ZIEMANN 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE IN NURSING 
NANCY KELLOGG APGAR M. ANGELA CONLEY
CARRIE GAYHEART ARROWOOD SHARON KAY COURTS 
CAROL ANN ATKINS LAURA G. BOGGS DARBY 
ELLEN BROOK AYLOR VALERIE DUCKWORTH 
LINDA PULLEN BERLT CAROL ANN EGNATOFF 
ANNE HARRIET BLETHEN DIANE ELIZABETH FISHER EPLING 
LAURI ALLISON BRADY MARGARET ANN FALCONER 
SHIRLEY JEAN BRAMMELL CAROLYN SUE NICHOLS FARLEY 
DEBORAH SUE BRIDGEWATER RHONDA SUE FREEMAN 
JAMES THOMAS BROOKS TERESA LEA GALLIEN 
JAN LYNNE BYRNSIDE JOEL RANDAL GILPIN 
CINDY LYNN CHILDERS NORA GAIL DAVIS GRAVES 
PEGGY KUYKENDALL CHISHOLM TERESA ELLEN GRIFFIS 
SPRING ANDREA COLVIN DOUGLAS CRAIG HAMBY 
KATHERINE L. HARTMAN KENNETH A.PERRAUT VICKIE LYNN HATCHER SYDNEY EDMONDS POORE PATRICIA L. WHITE HAZLETT MARY BETH POPE ANNA KATHLEEN ANDRE KAPLAN RISHA DONELL ROY TARA LYNN KEARNS VIRGINIA ANNE SMITH BRENDA KEYS NANCY -PAULA STROZ VALERIE KAE DURST KITCHEN TEDDY TALBERT SARAH LEE LUNDY JULIA ANNE VICKERS JEFFERY DELL McCOMAS LARRY WALLER RANDALL LLOYD McGILL DOROTHY B. WHITED DEBRA LYNN MORAN MARY CATHERINE WINDERS ROBERT KEVIN NIDA 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING JAN ALLYSON EWING JEANNE LEA BATTEN MA TICS 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE IN NURSING WANDA JEAN AUSTIN TONIA RENE PARSONS PATRICIA CROUCH PEYTON 
JULY 14, 1978 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING GARNETT J. FORTNER HALL CAROL LEE SMITH WOODARD 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Dr. Paul D. Hines, Dean 
MAY 12, 1979 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS PATRICIA SUE BOONE CHIPPS HETTIE ATKINSON ROUSH 
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEIDRA ADKINS RONALD VANCE ARTHUR, II DEBRA LYNN BARNETTE ROCKNE EUGENE BENDER CATHY L. BINGHAM LYNETTE RANSON BOYES BEVERLY LYNN BRANTLEY WILLIAM KEITH BRUMFIELD MELVIN RAY CALES CHARLES RICKY CHILDERS DEBORAH LEAH CLAGG KAREN SUE CLARY JILL ANNE COPLEY DANA RAY COWAN SHARI JEANNETTE DA VIS JERRY DALE DILLON SUSAN RUTH ENGLAND DANIEL WILLIAM FARLEY FREDERICK ARTHUR FITCH, IV GREGORY DON FOWLER MIRIAM LULA FRANCE GREGORY MILTON FULLER JOHN MICHAEL HACKER TARI LYNN HACKWORTH VICKIE LYNN HALE RHONDA DEMPSEY HALL STEPHINA LOU HARDIN JENNIE SUE HARMON VICKI LEE HARRISON LINDA GAIL HATFIELD ROBIN LEIGH JACKSON KATHY ANN KARNES NANCY SUE KING MICHAEL WILLIAM LARZO WILLIAM DOW LEMASTER GEORGE LAWRENCE LEWIS MURREY EMMETT LOFLIN JANE ANN LOGAN JONATHON R. LUCAS ROBIN COLLEEN LUCAS MONICA LEAH MANNON DENISE LYNN MA TICS ROGER REED McKINNEY VICKI ANNETTE MULLINS DONNA LEA NUGEN EGO HELEN OKPALAEZE 
ROBERT LEE PACK, JR. GLENDA LOUISE SMITH DIANA NADENE PEARSON SHERMAN 0. SMITH KAY ARNOLD PEREGO LESLIE MARIE SPAULDING LISA LYNNE PETERS PAULETTE D JANE ST A TI GEORGE WILLIAM PHILLIPS LESA JOI TAYLOR CATHERINE RUTH REABE CHERYL ANN TUCKER CHARLOTTE HARTE SABREE HUGH MICHAEL VAN FAUSSIEN CATHY LEE SAYRE REBECCA A. WALTERS AMY ELIZABETH SCHULTZ WANDA LEE WARD 
\ # ROSE SHARON SEXTON TANYA MARIE WHITLOW KIMBERLY GAIL SIMMONS MARY RUTH WITHROW 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE VICKI LEE ABBITT TARA CHAMBERS BARBERA TAMMY RENA BARRETT LEE ANNE WILSON BECKETT PATRICIA HALE BOOKER DIANA LYNN BRADSHAW CHARI LYNN BROOKS DANETTA WOOLCOCK COOPER JENNIFER LYNN DORSEY CHARLES FARROW ESSLINGER BRENDA JEWELL LEWIS BETTY LOU NECESSARY GLENDA ANNE SHARKEY MICHAEL DA YID SMITH LINDA SPRADLING STAPLETON KAREN MEADOWS WILKS VICKIE LYNN WORRELL 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Dean 
MAY 12, 1979 
MASTER OF ARTS 
RANDY DALE ADAMS 
Educational Administration 
East Tennessee University 
PHILIP BRENT ADKINS 
Communication Arts 
Marshall University 
ELIZABETH ANN ALDERSON 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
GLENN WARREN ALLEN 
Speech 
Marshall University 
LAURA ALDRIDGE ANDERSON 
Home Economics 
West Virginia State College 
RODNEY ALLEN BAKER 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
SUSAN ELAINE BALLARD 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
JUNE GAIL BARBOUR 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
THOMAS ALBERT BEECH 
Communication Arts 
Westminster College 
SHARON KAY BAARMAN BOOTON 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
CAROLYN TAYLOR BOWLES 
Reading Education 
West Virginia University 
PHYLLIS JEAN FORTNER BRAGG 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
GREGORY H. BROOKS 
Secondary Education 
Ohio University 
ANNE BROOKE BELL CARPER 
Counseling 
West Virginia University 
SUSAN WILSON CASTLE 
Library Science Education 
Marshall University 
MARY ELLEN CASTO 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
JACK JENNINGS CHAMBERS 
Music 
Marshall University 
CAROLYN ELAM COLLINS 
Reading Education 
Marshall University 
THOMAS LEE COMBS Art 
West Virginia State College 
TERRY ALLAN CORDLE 
Elementary Education 
Ohio State University 
KAREN ELIZABETH COTTRELL 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
BONNIE WEST CRAM 
Special Education 
Pikeville College 
ABBE MO EDISON 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
MAURY JEAN FERGUSON 
Elementary Education 
State University of New York 
SUE ANN DA VIS FITZGIBBON Elementary Education Morris Harvey College DIANN FRASHER Counseling Marshall University MARY ABIGAIL PARSONS FRAZIER Political Science Marshall University KRISS LEIGH GOOD Library Science Education Concord College JANET SUE GILLISPIE HACKNEY Educational Administration Marshall University JAVED HAMEED Psychology Florida State University KAREN LYNN HANDLEY Social Studies Marshall University RICHARD LEE HANDLEY Elementary Education Marshall University THOMAS EDWIN HARKLESS Music Morris Harvey College BRENDA DARLENE JAMESON History Marshall University BARBARA ELLEN JOHNSON Counseling Illinois State University MICHAEL D. JOHNSON Special Education Marshall University MARYELLEN SHEETS KEYSER Elementary Education Marshall University BRENDA LEA KINGREY Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University DAVID LEE KLEYKAMP Mathematics Marshall University FRANCES E. KNAFF Elementary Education Marshall University MICKEY RAY KNOWLES Elementary Education Marshall University DEBORAH ANNE KORTZ Special Education Marshall University DAVID DUNCAN LAFFERTY Educational Administration Morris Harvey College MARTHA JO LAMBERT-PILETTE Counseling Alderson-Broaddus College JAMES ROBERT LAWSON, II Counseling Marshall University JAMES RUSSELL LESTER Art Marshall University AGNES IMOGENE RAYBURN LETT Home Economics Marshall University JANET LYNN LILLY Counseling Marshall University YUEH-CHIN LIU Mathematics Soochow University LINDA KAY NELSON LONG Special Education Marshall University LAURA LEE LUCAS Speech Pathology and Audiology Radford College DON TONY MACRI Special Education Marshall University EDWARD N. MADDOX Counseling East Carolina University PATRICIA ANN GARDNER MANN Art Marshall University 
i:>ATRICIA ELEANOR MATTERS 
Counsding 
C. W. Post College
PATRICK MICHAEL McDONOUGH 
Counseling 
University of Scranton 
GREGORY SCOTT McGLONE 
Speech 
Marshall University 
JANIS CARNES McVEY 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
CELIA KAY MORELAND MEADOWS 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
CYNTHIA LYNN MELMIGE 
Elementary Education 
West Virginia University 
DENNIS CLYDE MILLER 
Educational Administration 
Marshall University 
MOHD ISMAIL MOHD SHAARI 
Educational Administration 
University of Kebangsaan 
ELEANOR CARLSEN MOSER 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
MARCELLA GA YE MOUNTS 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
PATRICIA DIANN MULLINS 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
JEFFREY ALAN MYERS 
Music 
Ohio University 
JUDITH GAY NAPIER 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
SHELDON WINSTON NEAL 
Educational Administration 
Bluefield State College 
SHARON LEE NOWERY 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
TOM NUNNERY 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
JO-ANN FRIEDMAN OTLIN 
Speech Pathology and Aud ioiogy 
Boston College 
JUDY C. PATTERSON 
Reading Education 
Marshall University 
PAULA MONTGOMERY PEATROSS 
Home Economics 
Marshall University 
SHARON ANN RYAN PHELGAR 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
SONJA MEHALECHKO PONIATOWSKI 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Purdue University 
MILDRED D. QUEEN 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
BASCOM CARL RAY 
Political Science 
East Tennessee State University 
SUSAN WAKEFIELD REED 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
RANDALL LEE RHODES 
Educational Administration 
Concord College 
GWENDOLYN COLLINS RUSSELL 
Communication Arts 
Concord College 
CAROL SUSAN SETTER 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
ARNA VICTORY SHAFFER 
Political Science 
Marshall University 
MICHAEL LEE SHERMAN 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
DEE ANN MOORE SIMON 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Ohio University 
DEBORAH LEIGH STALEY Counseling Marshall University JANET MOORE ST AN LEY Elementary Education West Virginia University KAREN HENSHAW STEINBRECHER Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University PATRICIA MAE STEPHENS Counseling University of South Florida LARRY EDWARD STRAITON Educational Administration Marshall University DORIS HAY STRILKA Counseling Morehead State University VIDY A TAPASANAN Political Science Thammasat University TERRY L. TAYLOR Special Education Glenville State College JULIA M. THOMAS English Marshall University CHARLES EDWARD THOMPSON Counseling West Virginia Wesleyan College JESSIE KAY PRING THOMPSON Early Childhood Education Marshall University RUTH S. THOMPSON Music Marshall University YVONNE DOLORIS TOWNS Counseling Marshall University EDDIE TRIPLETTE Mathematics Marshall University PATRICIA CAROL UMENSETTER Counseling Marietta College RONALD EDWARD WARD, JR. Counseling Mount Vernon Nazarene College RUSSELL LEE WARD Geography Marshall University HELEN ROLLINS WARREN Early Childhood Education Marshall University DEBORAH OTTO WEAVER Biological Sciences University of Cincinnati ROY CHARLES WETHERELL Political Science University of Hartford LAURA VIKEN WIIK Art West Virginia St!\te College IRIS KIRK WILLIAMS Elementary Education Morris Harvey College KAREN ANITA PRICE WILLIAMS Reading Education Marshall University ROXANNE SUSAN WILLIAMS Communication Arts Marshall University PENG YU-HUA YANG Sociology National Chung Hsing University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE BRUCE ALLEN ALBRIGHT Vocational Technical Education Berea College KENNETH B. H. ATER Vocational Technical Education Rio Grande College 
FRANKLIN EUGENE BEACH 
Safety 
West Virginia State College 
JAMES M. BENNETT 
Biomedical Science 
Morris Harvey College 
BRENDA SUE BLACK 
Adult Education 
West Virginia State College 
KENNETH WAYNE BLAKE 
Safety 
West Virginia State College 
BARBARA COBURN BLANKENSHIP 
Safety 
Concord College 
STEVEN L. BLANKENSHIP 
Safety 
Marshall University 
NANCY PRITT BLEVINS 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
KATHY ANN BRAGG 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
HARRY MICHAEL BROWN 
Safety 
Marshall University 
ROBERT PRESTON BROWNING 
Adult Education 
Glenville State College 
BARBARA LEE BURGESS 
Safety 
West Virginia State College 
BRIANE KATHLEEN CARTER 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
JOSEPH L. CIELENSKY 
Safety 
Morris Harvey College 
DANIEL PATTON COOKSEY 
Criminal Justice 
Eastern Kentucky University 
CONNIE LOU COTTLE 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
MICHAEL EUGENE CROWE 
Biological Sciences 
Ohio University 
JAMES LEWIS DENNIS, III 
Physical Science 
Glenville State College 
ANNE McCASKEY DOAK 
Criminal Justice 
Marshall University 
VICKY ELDER DORWORTH 
Criminal Justice 
Marshall University 
WILLARD FULTON ELLIS, JR. 
Safety 
Marshall University 
KATHY LEE FERGUS 
Health and Physical Education 
Morehead State University 
LA URA ANN FIELD 
Health and Physical Education 
Capital University 
JOHN CARL FURRY 
Geography 
Marshall University 
ROBERT WAYNE GALBREATH 
Health and Physical Education 
West Liberty State College 
RONALD O'NEIL GREGORY 
Safety 
Morris Harvey College 
BENJAMIN J. HALL 
Safety 
Bluefield State College 
JEFFRY H. HALL 
Safety 
West Virginia University 
LETITIA ROBYN HEADLEY 
Safety 
Marshall University 
DALE S. HINKLE 
Safety 
Glenville State College 
GA VIN NEIL HOGUE 
Biomedical Science 
Taylor University 
BENNY EDWARD HOPKINS Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology CLARENCE PAUL HOWARD, JR. Safety Marshall University RICHARD MICHAEL JOHNSON Biological Sciences Marshall University SUSAN MORGAN KNOX Health and Physical Education West Virginia Wesleyan College STEVEN MICHAEL LAWTON Biological Sciences Indiana University PEDRO GREGORY LEDGER, III Safety Marshall University ROBERT BRUCE LEWIS, JR. Safety Marshall University VIRGINIA SW ANN LEWIS Safety Marshall University MARION SMITH MALLORY Biological Sciences Marshall University ERIC MICHAEL MANISKAS Safety Ohio University BILLIE LEONA McCLAUGHERTY Safety Concord College FREDERICK ALLEN MYERS Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology GARY RICHARD NORRIS Health and Physical Education Glenville State College JERRY EMEKA OGBUDIMKPA Safety Morris Harvey College LARRY ROSS PHILLIPS Vocational Technical Education Fairmont State College DAREL WAYNE PICKENPAUGH Health and Physical Education Huntington College EMILY POE POLING Vocational Technical Education Morris Harvey College KATHY ANGELA RIDENOUR POST Vocational Technical Education West Virginia University JOHN WILLIAM POSTON Safety Concord College JO-ANNE MARIE POTTER Health and Physical Education Wayne State University THOMAS MACK PRICE Vocational Technical Education Fairmont State College WILLIAM DALE PROUDFOOT Vocational Technical Education Fairmont State College WILLIAM DAVID RAWSON Safety Glenville State College PATRICIA MILLER RICHARDSON Vocational Technical Education West Virginia University BILL HERMAN ROBERSON, II Safety West Virginia University MARY BETH ROUSH Biological Sciences Marshall University LAHOMA FARLY SCHULLER Safety Bluefield State College SHARON ELIZABETH BALL SEETS Safety Concord College BARBARA DAVIS SMITH Adult Education Virginia Intermont College FREDRICK LEVI SMITH Safety Marshall University 
JERRY W. SMITH Safety Marshall University STANLEY L. SMITH Safety Marshall University STEPHEN LLOYD SOWARDS Safety Marshall University DAVID MICHAEL STURM Physical Science Marshall University ALLEN RODGER TAYLOR Biological Sciences Marshall University MIKE J. VALLO Safety Marshall University DONALD RAY WILKES Vocational Technical Education Marshall University MICHAEL ALLAN ZETO Biological Sciences Marshall University 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION NADZIMAH ADAM Business and Commerce Ohio University SIRISAK ARTTHAP AISALSARUDI Business and Commerce Assumption College DANIEL ADDISON CADWELL Business and Commerce University of Cincinnati VEI-HUI CHANG Business and Commerce Feng-Fia College EDOHOABASI UDOTAI EDOHO Business and Commerce University of New York at Albany LARRY G. FETZER Business and Commerce University of Illinois SUI-LEUNG LARRY FU Business and Commerce West Virginia Institute of Technology AHMAD HAKIMI Business and Commerce Tehran College of Insurance ABDUL MAJID BIN HAJI MOHD HARUN. Business and Commerce Ohio University DAVID V. JOHNSON Business and Commerce University of Notre Dame AV ALON AJANG LEDONG Business and Commerce Ohio University PHAKAWADEE LEELASMANCHAI Business and Commerce Thammasat University FRANK S. LUCENTE Business and Commerce Fairmont State College DAVID EDWARD LYNN Business and Commerce University of Evansville MICHAEL RAY MacKENZIE Business and Commerce ' Virginia Military Institute SHEILA KAY MAYNOR Business and Commerce Concord College ABDUL HALIM MUDA Business and Commerce Indiana University EBERE FABIAN MUONEKE Business and Commerce West Virginia State College VACHIRA NATASILPA Business and Commerce Chulalongkorn University GEORGE FERGUSON NKANANG Business and Commerce Gannon College 
' 
_J 
EUGENE OKEHI Business and Commerce Salem College DANNY RAY PHILLIPS Business and Commerce Marshall University KIANOOSH RAFIEE Business and Commerce College of Economic Science of Iran MADDI VENKATESWARA RAO Business and Commerce Tellakula Jalayya Polisetty Somasundaram College ROY L. RIVERS Business and Commerce Lane College MIAN ANWAR SHAH Business and Commerce Ccmcord College BEHROUZ SHIRDEL Business and Commerce Iranian Institute of Advanced Accounting GARY L. SIMPSON Business and Commerce Marshall University DELMAR GLENN SPARKS, JR. Business and Commerce University of Kentucky CHING COAN SUN Business and Commerce Fu Jen Catholic University 
MASTER OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM STEVEN CRAIG FREDERICKS Journalism University of Iowa CAROL ANN YOUNG HILL Journalism West Virginia Wesleyan College JOY KAREN McGEE Journalism Georgetown College JAMES CECIL McMILLER Journalism Marshall University DONALD RAY PATTON Journalism Western Carolina University SAMUEL H. STANLEY Journalism Marshall University DONNA ELAINE STONE Journalism Morris Harvey College l ,., 
DECEMBER 19, 1978 MASTER OF ARTS WILLIAM EDWARD ADDISON, III Psychology Shippensburg State College FADHEL SAYED HASHEM AL-AQEEL Educational Administration Arizona State University SAAD SALIH AL-HAMDAN! Political Science Al-Mustansiriyah University CHARLES MICHAEL ALLEN Elementary Education Ohio University MADELENE YVONNE ALLEN Elementary Education West Virginia Institute of Technology HASSAN FALEH AL-NASSER Elementary Education Lebanon Arab University CHARLENE SCHEEL BOGGS Counseling University of Wisconsin WILLIAM THOMAS BONE, III Communication Arts Concord College BERNARD BRADSHAW Educational Supervision Marshall University LINDA POLING BUNTING Reading Education Marshall University LOIS KIRK BURTON Elementary Education Marshall University CHESTER EUGENE CALLOWAY Counseling Marshall University PHOEBE ANN CAREY Art Morehead State University CLAUDE NELSON CHAFIN Educational Administration Concord College MARGARET SIMPKINS CHAFIN Elementary Education Concord College ROBERT EUGENE CHILDERS Educational Administration Glenville State College DAVID R. COLLINS Communication Arts Marshall University MARY ALICE CONATY Counseling Marshall University MELINDA DRESS COOK Counseling Marshall University HALCYONE MOBLEY FERRELL Elementary Education Morris Harvey College JEAN ADELE GALLAHER Counseling Marshall University MARILYN LOUISE GIBBS Elementary Education Marshall University JUNE DOLORES GREENE History Marshall University SHERRY DURST HAMM Elementary Education Marshall University WILLIAM HARVEY HARDIN History Marshall University JEANETTE NUTTER HOLT Special Education Lamar State University DONALD EDWARD HUNT Elementary Education Marshall University WYNONA ARTHUR JENKINS Art Morris Harvey College 
GAYLE A. JONES Music East Texas Baptist College PAMELA KATHLEEN KESLER Reading Education Western Carolina University MIMA GORE KIRK Elementary Education Morris Harvey College JOSEPHINE DUDDY KRAFT History G"Yynedd-Mercy College ERIN HAYES LUJAN Speech Pathology and Audiology Washington University JOSEPH WILLIAM MAROHL, JR. English Tennessee Temple College JACQUELYN JOHNSON McCLELLAN Business Education Marshall University STEVEN KEITH McGUIRE Counseling Ohio University DOUGLAS WILLIAM McLAUGHLIN Educational Administration Marshall University RAHMAH MOHD TAHIR Biological Sciences Ohio University STEPHEN ASBURY NICHOLS Educational Administration Marshall University YAOWAREE PRASERTPAKDI Secondary Education Silpakorn University BETTY HERNDON RAMEY Special Education Marshall University JANE ELIZABETH RENNER Elementary Education Marshall University JACQUELYN HERSMAN SCHERER Counseling Marshall University BARBARA JEAN NEWTON SCOTT English Marshall University WALTER SCOTT, IV Music Marshall University NANCY LEE SHIMP Re11ding Education Marshall University JACQUELINE ANN SHOCKEY Speech Marshall University NANCY JEAN SLOAN Counseling Marshall University RITA STEINER SMITH Elementary Education Marshall University JAMES BERNARD SPENCER Educational Administration Bluefield State College ELIZABETH JANE BEARD TYREE Elementary Education Marshall University ANGELA ROSE PERFETTI WILLIAMS Counseling State University of  New York at Cortland ROBIN CAMPBELL WILLS Secondary Education Marshall University BARBARA KAY WILSON Counseling Marshall University THOMAS EDMOND WINTERS English Marshall University DIANA BOWMAN WOHL Art College of William and Mary BERNARD PETER WRUBEL Counseling Olivet College 
MASTER OF SCIENCE NANCY CHERYL ALEXANDER Safety Marshall University TERRY FERGUSON ALEXANDER Physical Science Marshall University KYRA THOMPSON ALVIS Safety Concord College JAMES DANA BAILEY, II Safety West Virginia State College JOHN DAVID BAKER Safety West Virginia State College WILLIAM WALTER BALL Safety Concord College HAROLD DOUGLAS BUNCH Geography Marshall University DA YID LYLE CALLICOAT Physical Science Marshall University SARA JEANETTE CARTER Safety West Virginia State College DWIGHT LEE CHAFFEE Biological Sciences University of Minnesota RANDY DARRELL CHAMBERS Safety Marshall University PATSY R. MERRITT DAVIS Vocational Technical Education Marshall University CATHERINE WILEY DOYLE Safety Concord College JENNINGS EDWARD FARLEY Vocational Technical Education Marshall University JOHN CARL FURRY Biological Sciences Marshall University JAMES ERNEST HAMRIC, III Health and Physical Education Northeastern State College DA YID PHILIP HANLON Safety Marshall University JARRELL KENNETH HARTSOG Adult Education Concord Colle�e KENNETH EUGENE HOLBROOK Adult Education Glenville State College TERRY GENE HUDSON Safety Marshall University GEORGE THOMAS JENKINS Safety West Virginia State College CLARA ANN JONES Safety West Virginia State College BRUCE TYREE LEFTWICH Safety Marshall University DA YID MICHAEL LEWIS Safety Marshall University DONALD RAY LUCAS Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology CLAUDIO EMILIO MANISSERO Chemistry Duke University HARRY PRESTON MARKHAM Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology RICHARD JOHN MECKSTROTH Health and Physical Education Marshall University STEPHENSON OLATERU-OLAGBEGI Physical Science Northwest Missouri State University PATRICIA STILTNER PENNINGTON Safety Concord College 
RONALD KENT PITTMAN Vocational Technical Education West Virginia Institute of Technology DONALD CHRISTOPHER PRESLEY Safety West Virginia University JAMES RAMON RAPPOLD Geography Marshall University JANICE STOY ALL RUSSELL Safety Concord College NANCY FOREMAN RUSSELL Safety Concord College DAVID HARRISON SCITES Safety Marshall University SALAHUDDIN SHAMSI Chemistry University of Kara RONALD JOSEPH SIMONTON Safety Marshall University WALTER SAMUEL STALNAKER Vocational Technical Education Fairmont State College DANIEL RAY STEELE Chemistry Marshall University ELISABETH BALLARD STONE Safety West Virginia University JOHN REGNA WELCH Health and Physical Education West Virginia University CHARLES MAURICE WHITE Adult Education Marshall University CHARLES PHILLIP WITHROW Biological Sciences Marshall University SHELIA KAY ADKINS ZETO Biological Sciences Marshall University 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AWADH SALEH AL-NOBI Business and Commerce Riyadh University EUGENE FRANKLIN ANDERSON, II Business and Commerce Marshall University JON MICHAEL ATCHLEY Business and Commerce West Georgia College MASSOUD ATIAR Business and Commerce College of Accountancy of Iraq AWANG OTHMAN BIN AWANG JAYA Business and Commerce Ohio University RODNEY WILFRED BARKER Business and Commerce Marshall University THOMAS ANDREW BERRY Business and Commerce Glenville State College JAMES SCOTT CANTERBURY Business and Commerce West Virginia Institute of Technology WILLIAM CLAY CUNNINGHAM Business and Commerce University of Kentucky THOMAS RHYS DA VIES Business and Commerce Marshall University BRIAN WATSON ERIKSON Business and Commerce University of Delaware OLANIYI ADEOLU FADAIRO Business and Commerce Luther Rice College 
WILLIAM MICHAEL HARPER Business and Commerce West Virginia Wesleyan College MUHAMMAD AHMAD HASAN MUSA Business and Commerce University of Petroleum and Minerals FAWZIA HAJI IBRAHIM Business and Commerce Ohio University JOSEPH IGBINOSUN Business and Commerce University of Alberta SREENIVAS JAMBULAPATI Business and Commerce Andhra Pradesh Agriculture University GREGORY ALLEN JARRELL Business and Commerce Marshall University ARTHUR WALLACE JOHNSON Business and Commerce University of F lorida JAMES RANDY LAWSON Business and Commerce Marshall University CHARLES CREIGHTON LEADINGHAM Business and Commerce Marshall University MARIEDA WILLIAMS LILLY Business and Commerce Marshall University RITA LESTER MANN Business and Commerce Marshall University MOHD PAUZI MOHD NOR Business and Commerce Ohio University HUSSEIN KAMAL BIN MOHAMED OMAR Business and Commerce Augustana College CHARTCHAI RODBOONPHA Business and Commerce Adelphia University APICHAT SMUTTRASEN Business and Commerce West Virginia Institute of Technology SUNUNT A THAVORNWONGWONGSE Business and Commerce Basetsart University RAHMATOLLAH ZIAIE Business and Commerce College of Accounting of Tehran 
MASTER OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM BARBARA LYNN BOYER Journalism Hastings College JOANNE C. JAEGER Journalism Marshall University 'f 
AUGUST 18, 1978 
MASTER OF ARTS HARRY JAMES ADAMS English Wheeling College DREMA PORTER ADKINS Elementary Education Marshall University GREGORY ALAN ADKINS Music Marshall University CLEMENT OLATUNJI AJAYI Communication Arts Luther Rice College SHIRLEY KINDER ALLEN Educational Administration West Virginia State College ROSETTA WHITE ANDERSON Library Science Education Concord College LYNDA WILLIAMSON ASBURY Elementary Education -Marshall University SARA STOUT ASHCRAFT Psychology Concord College ROSEMARY ELLA BARCELLO Elementary Education Marshall University NANCY MARIE BARNES Counseling Glassboro State College WILLIAM RUSS BARNETTE Psychology University of Alabama IMORENE MEADOWS BARRON Educational Administration West Virginia State College PEGGY LYNN BARTLEY English West Virginia Institute of Technology CONSTANTINA T_HALIA QATTIS Home Economics Marshall University MARY ALICE LEMLEY BEAUMONT Reading Education Glenville State College BETTYE JOYCE JACKSON BELL English Bluefield Stllte College GARY RODNEY BELL Elementary Education Marshall University DOUGLAS LYNN BLAIR Counseling West Virginia State College DEBORAH BROWNING BOCOOK Elementary Education Marshall University PAULA HATFIELD BOSTON Elementary Education Marshall University BARBARA KENNEDY BROWN English West Virginia State College JOHN LOREN BURKS, JR. Educational Administration Marshall University DEBORAH LYNN BURNETT Counseling Marshall University MELANIE AGUE BUTLER Special Education Marshall University JANELL CALL Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University BARBARA JEAN CARSON Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University BARBARA ANN CARTWRIGHT Speech Pathology and Audiology Ohio University VIPHASIRI CHIRAROCHANA History Silpakorn University 
LISA PETITTO CLEA VER Special Education Marshall University SISTER JOAN MARIE COLEMAN Speech Rosary Hill College BEVERLY ANN COOK Reading Education Marshall University ELIZABETH JOAN SELINSKY DANOWSKI Counseling Marshall University LINDA FIELDS DILLON Elementary Education Morehead State University JUDITH ANN DITLOW Speech Glenville State College EARLENE ELMORE DOOLEY Early Childhood Education Marshall University CHARLES WAYNE DUNCAN Psychology Concord College ROBERT THOMAS EARLS Educational Administration Marshall University MARJORIE JANE ELLIOTT Elementary Education Rio Grande College DELORES DAWN ELLISON Counseling Marshall University JENNIFER GAIL ENYART English Marshall University DONNA JORDAN ESTEP Library Science Education West Virginia State College DA YID RUSSELL EVANS Counseling Marshall University VIRGINIA LEE FARLEY Elementary Education Concord College JULIA RUTH FEOLA Speech Pathology and Audiology West Virginia University GARY LEE FIELDS Elementary Education Glenville State College JANET BEARD FISHER Counseling Marshall University RICHARD DENNIS FRAVEL Counseling Miami University LEWIS EUGENE FRUM Educational Administration Shepherd College THURMAN JEFFREY FRY Educational Administration Glenville State College FRANCES MARIE FUSIEK Speech Pathology and Audiology West Virginia University MARGARET REDDEN GOLDEN Secondary Education West Virginia Institute of Technology SYLVIA KNUCKLES GOODSON Reading Education Bluefield State College MARY CONCETTA GREEN Speech Marshall University THEODORE GATES GRIFFITH Counseling Salem College JUDITH ANN GRIMMETT Educational Administration Marshall University BETSY LICKLIDER GRZYB Elementary Education Marshall University BRENDA SUE FRYE HALL Elementary Education Marshall University LARRY PAUL HATFIELD Educational Administration Marshall University 
. ... .. .------- · ------------------------------JOHN PAUL HENSLEY Educational Administration Glenville State College HIRAM TECUMSEH HILL Psychology Marshall University SUSAN LEWIS HOLBROOK Counseling Marshall University PATRICIA ROSE HORTON Sociology Florence State University PAULA JACKSON Special Education Marshall University CONCETTA THERESA JARZYNSKI Reading Education Youngstown State University PATRICIA WOOTEN JEFFRIES Elementary Education West Virginia State College CHARLES ALBERT JONES Special Education Marshall University CHARLOTTE LOUISE KEE Counseling Marshall University NANCY LOU INGRAM KING Elementary Education West Virginia State College JOYCE SHEFFIELD KUMLIEN Music Marshall University KAREN ANN LAZZERI Communication Arts Slippery Rock State College NORMAND D. LEDOUX, JR. Psychology Curry College BRENDA RHEA LESTER Educational Administration Concord College SARAH WILGUS LEVISA Y Reading Education Marshall University WILLIAM EUGENE LOSCH Geography Marshall University RITA MARIE MALEK Business Education West Liberty State College MARY JEAN WEBB MARCUM Elementary Education Morris Harvey College SUSAN NICHOLS MARTIN Elementary Education Morris Harvey College LIZABETHE A. STEPHENS MAYO Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University ROBIN R. McCALLISTER Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University BETTY RICHARDS McCLURE Art Marshall University KAREN VAN FAUSSIEN McCOMAS Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University BETTY McCOMAS MIDKIFF Elementary Education Marshall University MILO CURTIS MILBURN Psychology West Virginia University CANTRELL LYNWOOD MILLER, III Music Marshall University FRANCIS ARLENE ROOD MOORE Elementary Education Marshall University MORRIS DWIGHT MURPHY Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University DONNIE PAUL MUSICK Educational Administration Marshall University VANESSA DALE MYERS Business Education Bluefield State College 
JANET MARGARET LANE NEAL 
Counseling 
Rio Grande College 
STEPHEN FREDERICK NELSON 
Psychology 
Marquette University 
MARY BETH NENNI 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
LINDA GENE NOURSE 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
DONNA STEVENS OBLINGER 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
M. JEAN OERTEL
Counseling
University of Pittsburgh
FRANCIS ANTHONY O'KRUTA, JR. 
Counseling 
Saint Meinrad College 
BARBARA JEAN MARTIN OOTEN 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
MARY-LINDA ORLANDO 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
LAURA PAGE PATTIE 
Reading Education 
University of Georgia 
PATTY SUE CLEMENS PERETTI 
Business Education 
Concord College 
HOWARD RANDALL POOLE 
Educational Administration 
Brigham Young University 
WILLIAM L. PRATER, JR. 
Educational Administration 
Marshall University 
LEONA WATTS PREECE 
Elementary Education 
Concord College 
JOHN JACOB RECTOR 
Counseling 
Davis and Elkins College 
GLADYS N. REYNOLDS 
Library Science Education 
Muskingum College 
JACQUELYN C. RHODES 
Reading Education 
Morris Harvey College 
WILLIAM WEBB RICHARDSON 
Biological Sciences 
University of Rhode Island 
HELEN JOYCE RICHMOND 
Secondary Education 
Marshall University 
BARBARA GEORGE RICKS 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
College of Mount Saint Joseph 
DEBORAH LYNN KIRK ROOPE 
Counseling 
Concord College 
DELLA JAN RY AN 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
EDITH PAULA SAMMONS 
Reading Education 
Morehead State University 
JAMES ALLEN SAUNDERS 
Educational Administration 
Marshall University 
STEPHEN THEODORE SCHULTE 
Special Education 
Glassboro State College 
JOSEPH J. SCISLOWICZ 
Psychology 
University of Pittsburgh 
FKYETTA PHILLIPS SHORT 
Business Education 
Concord College 
BARBARA KAY HARRIS SLONE 
Secondary Education 
Marshall University 
BARBARA JANE SMALL 
Counseling 
Lycoming College 
DEBORAH LYNN SMITH 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Marshall University 
JOE EUGENE SMITH, JR .. Counseling Marshall University NANCY ELLEN SPARKS Early Childhood Education Glenville State College RAMONA CAROL STURGILL Counseling Marshall University ELOISE TANNER Educational Administration Glenville State College SARA M. TAYLOR Library Science Education West Virginia State College ALLYSON LEIGH TERRY English Marshall University PAMELA ROUSH THOMAS Elementary Education Marshall University RONALD DEAN TICKFER Social Studies Marshall University BEYERL Y BARNETT TILLIS Elementary Education Marshall University MAGDALENE STATON VARNEY Counseling Marshall University MEGGIN ILENE WALKER English Fairmont State College WALTER HARDING WATSON, JR. Educational Administration Marshall University DAVID ALLEN WAYBRIGHT Music Marshall University LINDA LOU WHITE Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University RICKIE GEORGE WHOOLERY Elementary Education Fairmont State College MARTHA SMITH WILKS Counseling Marshall University JAMES EDWARD WILLIAMS Educational Administration Fairmont State College MARTHA LYNN WILLIAMS Special Education West Virginia University RACHEL MILLER WOLFE Reading Education Glenville State College CAROL YOKLIC Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE CONNIE CLAY ADKINS Health and Physical Education Marshall University RODNEY DALLAS ADKINS Adult Education Marshall University STEPHEN LESLIE ASHWORTH Physical Science West Virginia State College JANE ELIZABETH GRIEVE BAKER Vot:ational Tet:hnit:al Educatjon Shepherd College LARRY J. BAYS Vocational Technical Education West Virginia Institute of Technology JAMES ROBERT CHAFIN Safety Marshall University BECKY GAY CUMMINGS Health and Physical Education Glenville State College BRENDA SUE DEPTA Vocational Technical Education Marshall University 
:·�}.JEAN H. FREELAND ·' 
Vocational Technical Education
£J Austin Peay State College •�·>: DONALD EVER GULLICKSON, II· ·· 
Marshall 
CAROL GWINN 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia University 
RONNIE HATFIELD 
Safety 
Marshall University 
HOPE WESLEY HILL 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia University 
JAMES DAVID HOFFMAN 
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
THOMAS EDWIN JOYCE 
Criminal Justice 
Marshall University 
HASSAN LARIJANI 
Chemistry 
University of Tabriz 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH MADIGAN 
Geography 
Madison College 
JANET DARLENE MATHENY 
Vocational Technical Education 
Fairmont State College 
BETTY FRAVEL MEADOWS 
Adult Education 
Madison College 
FLORENCE MAE MELLOW 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
JOAN JOHNSON MITCHELL 
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
NANCY SUSAN POOL 
Geography 
Madison College 
DAVID GEORGE SAWUTZ 
Chemistry 
Lehigh University 
FADEL SULTAN SHRIDA 
Health and Physical Education 
Baghdad University 
THOMAS WILLIAM SIGNORELLI 
Criminal Justice 
West Virginia State College 
KAREN SUE SKIDMORE 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Liberty State College 
IRA CARLTON SOWARDS, JR. 
Health and Physical Education 
Marshall University 
JAMES ELWOOD THORNBURG 
Health and Physical Education 
Marshall University 
DIANA KRIS WILKS 
Health and Physical Education 
Marshall University 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ANUWONGSE AMA TY AKUL 
Business and Commerce 
University of Florida 
LARRY RANDALL CRANE 
Business and Commerce 
Marshall University 
BEHZAD ENTEZAMV AZIRI 
Business and Commerce 
Marshall University 
SHARON RAE FERRELL 
Business and Commerce 
Marshall University 
LAILA MELA TI HAJI-AHMAD 
Business and Commerce 
Syracuse University 
RAHIMAN BIN HASHIM 
Business and Commerce 
Ohio University 
ONEIT A LORETTE KIDD Business and Commerce Marshall University ANAWACH KITTIUDOM Business and Commerce Thammasat University JOHN LAWRENCE LOWE Business and Commerce West Liberty State College BARBARA BREWSTER McDOWELL Business and Commerce Marshall University KHALED A. MUTTAR Business and Commerce University of Baghdad WILLIAM F. PFLANZ Business and Commerce University of Cincinnati STAPORN PHETTONGKAM Business and Commerce Northeastern University PRAWUTH PIPITHSUKSUNI Business and Commerce West Virginia State College JAREERUT PLOOKCHAREON Business and Commerce College of Commerce of Thailand NORDIN BIN SALLER Business and Commerce Ohio University MOHAMMAD SEMSAR Business and Commerce Iranian Institute of Accounting FRANK SMITH Business and Commerce Berea College JOSE BASA TESTA Business and Commerce Ateneo de Manila University ANURAG THARERAT ANA VIBOOL Business and Commerce Adelphia University SHIRINE TABATABAI YAZDI Business and Commerce Marshall University MADJID ZARRINBAKHSH Business and Commerce Iranian Institute of Accounting MASTER OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM ZEINA ELIAS BIKHAZI Journalism University of Beirut 
JULY 14, 1978 
MASTER OF ARTS 
CHARLOTTE McCAMMON ADAMS 
Library Science Education 
Davis and Elkins College 
CARLOS JAMES AKERS 
Educational Administration 
Morris Harvey College 
BARBARA ELAINE BAILEY 
Educational Administration 
Marshall University 
CHRIS MARION BAKER 
Elementary Education 
West Virginia State College 
MARY TOPPING BAKER 
Secondary Education 
Marshall University 
ELIZABETH LIEVING BARKER 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
MATTHEW QUINTON BELL 
Educational Administration 
Marshall University 
CAROLE SUE WILSON BENNETT 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
SANDRA GALLAGHER BENSON 
Business Education 
Marshall University 
MARSHA MEADOWS BILLET 
Business Education 
Olivet Nazarene College 
DENNIE DEWAYNE BROWN 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
VIRGINIA AGNES MOORE BURGESS 
Special Education 
Morris Harvey College 
SHEILA KAREN DAVIDSON BURNS 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
VIKI MILLER CALDWELL 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
FREDERICK MAXWELL CHRISTIAN 
Special Education 
Marshall University 
LOIS HURT CLOKE 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
MARY ELLEN RAPSAWICH COLEMAN 
Special Education 
West Virginia University 
ROY DA YID COOKE 
Special Education 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
KATRINA SHEETS COOPER 
Elementary Education 
Morris Harvey College 
KAREN SUE CORNS 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
BRENDA JOAN CRAWFORD 
Elementary Education 
West Virginia State College 
THOMAS CONARY CUNNINGHAM 
Elementary Education 
Marshall University 
GALE LEE DALTON 
Music 
Morehead State University 
JIMMY LANE DAMRON 
Educational Administration 
West Virginia State College 
VICKIE LYNN DAMRON 
Counseling 
Marshall University 
ADDIE FAY ADKINS DAVIS 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
SUE COTTRILL DeJOURNETT 
Music 
Marshall University 
KIMBERLY MILLER DIAMOND 
Early Childhood Education 
Marshall University 
CHARLES FRANCIS DONNELLY CA THERINE ANN HA TIEN Political Science English University of Maryland Marshall University RONALD LEE DUNCAN JOY ELAINE UNGER HEIGHTON Special Education Reading Education Marshall University Ohio University JO ANNE REED DUNFEE DANA CLARKSON HINZMAN Special Education Elementary Education Marshall University Marshall University VIRGINIA COULTER DUNLAI;' DAVID EARL HOUCK Elementary Education Educational Administration West Virginia State College Marshall University TERRY WAYNE FARLEY JERRY LAYNE HURLEY Elementary Education Special Education Lee College Marshall University EDWIN LEE FAUBER DIXIE EVON INGLES Educational Administration Elementary Education West Virginia State College Marshall University KAREN PA TRICE FISHER MADALIN ANN JACKSON Elementary Education Special Education Marshall University Marshall University MARLA KAY FLESHER BRENDA MILLER JOHNSON Elementary Education ElementaFy Education Marshall University Marshall University IDA MAE FRANKLIN BARBARA JEAN JONES Early Childhood Education Art Marshall University Concord College DOLORES OWENS GRUBB MARGARET COMBS JONES Elementary Education Elementary Education Marshall University Marshall University PAMELA BEATTY GRUBER PATRICIA LANGFORD JORDAN Elementary Education Reading Education Heidelberg College Marshall University NANCY BURKE HALL TA-SHE LIN Elementary Education Political Science Marshall University College of Chinese Culture MARJORIE ROWE HAMRIC VICKIE SEABOLT LIPSCOMB Reading Education Elementary Education Glenville State College Marshall University MARILYN ANN HARTL BETTIE KIRK LOCKWOOD Elementary Education Special Education Wisconsin State University Marshall University GERALD LESTER HARTLEY, JR. SALLY SUE LOVINS Art English Marshall University Ohio University 
DEBORAH JEAN MALSTROM JAMES RONALD PETTUS Special Education Educational Administration Morehead State University Bluefield State College CAROLYN COUNTS MARTIN SAMUEL WORTH PRICE Business Education History West Virginia Institute of Technology Hampden Sydney College PAULINE MARY MAZZELLA ALVIN CLAUDE PROFFIT Early Childhood Education Educational Administration Morris Harvey College Marshall University MARY DROWN McCOMAS HELEN BOBAJ RAGER Elementary Education Reading Education Marshall University Kutztown State College KITTY MEADOWS McTYRE JUDITH HODGES RIFFE Early Childhood Education Special Education Marshall University Marshall University JUDITH LYNN MEEK JUNE ROGERS ROBERTS Early Childhood Education Reading Education West Virginia Wesleyan College Georgia College JULIE ANN MILES CYNTHIA ANN ROBERTSON Elementary Education Elementary Education Marshall University Marshall University REBA JANE MILLER BRENDA ADKINS ROSS Special Education Elementary Education Marshall University Marshall University BILLIE HILL MULLINS JUDITH ANN SABOL Elementary Education Special Education Marshall University Lock Haven State College BETTY ADAMS MURDOCK SIR IP AT ARA SA V ASD·ISARA Counseling Special Education Marshall University College of Education of Bangkok DEBORAH JAN McINTYRE MURDOCK FERNANDO SCOTT Early Childhood Education Counseling Marshall University Marshall University SUE ELLEN FERGUSON NICHOLS DANIEL B. SHOEMAKER Elementary Education Educational Administration Marshall University Marshall University PATRICIA DODD PARK DANIEL RAYMOND SILOSKY Reading Education Speech Marshall University Waynesburg College CONNIE HOWELL PEMBERTON JERRY WEBSTER SKEEN Early Childhood Education History Ohio University Morris Harvey College DOROTHY FEDERER SOLOMON MARY DIANNE PERTEE Elementary Education Elementary Education Marshall University West Virginia State College 
SHEILA ZINSER STAMPER Educational Supervision Ohio University MARY JANE SULLIVAN Special Education Marshall University WENDY DILLARD THOMAS Special Education Marshall University ALICE SUSAN THOMPSON Special Education Marshall University· CHRIST A DARLENE ADKINS THOMPSON Elementary Education Marshall University GEORGE WILLIAM THOMPSON Educational Administration Morris Harvey College DENNY DEAN TINCHER Speech Marshall University EDITH PAULEY TUELL Educational Supervision Marshall University JOHNNY RAY WADE Counseling Marshall University JANE SEAMAN WALASZCZYK Home Economics Marshall University JUDITH LEE WAZETER Special Education Bloomsburg State College NANCY ELLEN WOOD Early Childhood Education Marshall University DEBORAH CHAPMAN WORKMAN Elementary Education Marshall University CHARLES EDWARD WRIGHT, JR. Secondary Education Marshall University DOROTHY LYNN WRIGHT Speech Glenville State College MICHAEL DUANE YEAGLE Educational Administration Marshall University THOMAS JOSEPH ZALASKI Speech Marshall University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE WILLIAM E. ALDRIDGE Criminal Justice Concord College MILDRED ANN ALESHIRE Vocational Technical Education Morris Harvey College MOHAMMED A. AL-SHAKHIS Health and Physical Education University of Baghdad ROBERT DANIEL CLINE, JR. Safety West Virginia University FREDERICK RAY DEMPSEY Physical Science Marshall University SHARON SUE ERICKSON Biological Sciences Marshall University BEYERL Y JO HUDKINS HARRIS Vocational Technical Education Concord College MARTHA BRITTON HUGHES Health and Physical Education Marshall University GREGORY EDWARD MICHAEL Safety Marshall University JOHN CHIGERUOKA MPI Biological Sciences Morris Harvey College 
KAREN ANN NAGY Biological Sciences Marshall University RICKEY V ANZIL PORTER Vocational Technical Education Marshall University LARRY PAUL SHAW Health and Physical Education Concord College ALBERT EDWARD SMITH Vocational Technical Education Marshall University DONNA OLIVER SMITTLE Vocational Technical Education David Lipscomb College KAREN SUE STONE Vocational Technical Education West Virginia State College ROBERT CECIL SUMMERFIELD Vocational Technical Education West Virginia University WILLIAM RICHARD TIBBETTS, JR. Health and Physical Education West Virginia University GARY RAY WARD Safety Marshall University RAEFIELD D. WATKINS Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION GINA MICHELE MASSIE Business and Commerce Marshall University GLEN RAY McGLONE Business and Commerce West Vir-ginia Institute of Technology DANIEL WILSON McSPADDEN Business and Commerce West Virginia Institute of Technology FARID EH OWY AR-HOSSEINI Business and Commerce National University of Iran 
MASTER OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM NIKKI HUMRICHOUSER MOSES Journalism Marshall University WILLIAM CLARKE ROGERS Journalism University of North Carolina SANDRA LEE WALLS Journalism West Virginia State College 
GRADUATE THESES The following theses were submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master's Degree. MAY, 1979 JOHNSON, RICHARD Biological Sciences -Dr. Ronald E. Gain "Comparison of the Sporicidal Activity of Povidone Iodine Antiseptics" LAWTON, STEVEN M. Biological Sciences -Dr. Donald C. Tarter "A Taxonomic and Distributional-Study of the Crayfishes (Decapoda: Cambaridae) of West Virginia With Diagnostic Keys to Species of the Genera Cambarus and Orconectes" MALLORY, MARION R. Biological Sciences -Dr. Dan K. Evans "Variation in Leaf Anatomy in Ten Selected Species of Carex (Cyperaceae) Representing Three Subgeneric Sections (Bracteosae, Multiflorae and Squarrosae)" ROUSH, MARY BETH Biological Sciences -Dr. Donald C. Tarter "The Life History and Ecology of Ptilostomis Postica (Walker) (Trichoptera: Phryganeidae) in Greenbottom Swamp, Cabell County, West Virginia" TAYLOR, ALLEN RODGER Biological Sciences - Dr. E. Bowie Kahle "The Effects of Thyroxine, Estradiol and Rutin (A Polyphenolic Plant Pigment) on the Development of the Cerebrum and Cerebellum of the Neonatal Mouse" ZETO, MICHAEL ALLEN Biological Sciences -Dr. Ralph W. Taylor "A Taxonomic Survey of the Mussels (Pelecypoda: Uniononidia: Unionacea) of Tygarts Creek, Kentucky, with Emphasis on the Age and Growth of Lampsilis Radiata Luteola (Lamarck)" 
DECEMBER 1978 ADDISON, WILLIAM EDWARD Psychology - Dr. Elaine Baker · "Social Organization in a Herd of Goats as Affected by the Introduction of TwoNonmembers"CHAFFEE, DWIGHT LEE Biological Sciences - Dr. Donald C. Tarter "Life History and Ecology of Baetisca Bajkovi Naeve, in Beech Fork of Twelvepole Creek, Wayne County, West Virginia (Ephemeroptera: Baetiscidae)" FURRY, JOHN CARL Biological Sciences - Dr. Dan K. Evans "Vascular Vegetation and Flora of Remnant Forests in the Ohio River Floodplain Between the Great Kanawha and Big Sandy Rivers, West Virginia" MANISSERO, CLAUDIO E. Chemistry - Dr. Arthur R. Lepley "Studies on a Novel Flow Technique for NMR and CIDNP Applications on Oxidations by Hydroxyl Radicals in Aqueous Systems. MAROHL, JOSEPH WILLIAM JR. English - Dr. William P. Sullivan "Large and Startling Figures:" The Two Plots of Wise Blood MECKSTROTH, RICHARD JOHN Health, Physical education & Recreation Dr. Wayne G. Taylor "Feedback Upon Performance in the Gross Motor Skill of Archery" SCOTT, WALTER "The Early Piano Music of Maurice Ravel" Music - Dr. Bradford R. DeVos SHAMSI, SALAHUDDIN Chemistry - Dr. M. R. Chakrabarty "An Investigation of Metal Ion Concentration in the Feces of Normal and Cancerous Mice" STEELE, DANIEL R. Chemistry - Dr. M. R. Chakrabarty "The Establishment of a Water Quality Analysis Laboratory'; WITHROW, CHARLES PHILLIP Biological Sciences - Dr. Donald C. Tarter "A Revision of the Milliped Genus Rudiloria Causey and the Generic Distinction of Rudiloria From the Genus Apheloria Chamberlin (Polydesmida: Xystodesmidae) ZETO, SHEILA KAY ADKINS Biological Sciences - Dr. Dan K. Evans '"A Study of Vascular Plants on Rock Outcrops in Southwestern West Virginia .. 
AUGUST 1978ADKINS, CONNIE SUE CLAY Health, Physical Education & RecreationDr. Patricia A. Eisenman "'A Survey of High School Varsity Tennis Players with Respect to MuscularStrength and the Incidence of Tennis Elbow Injuries" ADKINS, GREGORY ALAN Music - Dr. Paul W. Whear"Kyrie and Gloria (for small mixed chorus, a •capella)" GULLICKSON, DONALD E. II Chemistry - Dr. James E. Douglass"Studies Toward the Synthesis of a Pyrimidinium Ylid. Synthesis and N-Alkylationof Pyrimidines"HOFFMAN, JAMES D. Biological Sciences - Dr. Frank L. Binder"Transport of 14c-L-Lysine by the Haustorial Mycoparasite TieghemiomycesParasiticus in Axenic Culture" LARIJ ANI, HASSAN Chemistry - Dr. James E. Douglass"Annelation Studies on 2-Substituted Quinolines" SAWUTZ, DAVID GEORGE Chemistry - Dr. Howard C. Price"Synthesis and Characterization of Schiff Bases Derived from Ketosteroids andBiogenic Amines" JULY 1978ERICKSON, SHARON SUE Biological Sciences -Dr. Stanley W. Ash"An Anatomical .�tudy of the Relationship Between Xeromorphy and SulfurDioxide Resistance in Selected Desert Species"MOSES, NIKKI HUMRICHOUSER Journalism - Dr. Dery! Leaming"A study of Press Freedom of Daily Newspapers Published in the Republic ofLebanon"PRICE, SAMUEL WORTH, JR. History - Dr. Robert F. Maddox"A Stalwart Conservative in the Senate: William Chapman Revercomb" WALASZCZYK, JANE SEAMAN Home Economics-Dr. Grace Bennett"Nutrition Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Science, Home Economics, andHealth Teachers in Secondary Schools in West Virginia"
ACADEMIC COSTUME The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's degree candidates. Doctor's and Master's hoods worn by members of the faculty are colorful and elaborate. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Gold - Yellow Master of Business Administration - White Master of Arts in Journalism - White FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Sciences White Business Administration Dark Grey Education Light Blue Engineering Orange Humanities Crimson Law Purpl� Medicine Green Music Pink Nursing Apricot Philosophy Dark Blue Physical Education Sage Green Science Gold-Yellow Theology Scarlet 
HISTORY 
Marshall University traces its origin to 1837, when residents of the community of 
Guyandotte and the farming country nearby decided their youngsters needed a school 
that would be in session more than three months a year. 
Tradition has it that they met at the home of lawyer John Laidley, planned their 
school and named it Marshall Academy in honor of Laidley's friend, the late Chief Justice 
John Marshall. 
At a spot called Maple Grove they chose one and one-quarter acres of land on 
which stood a small log building known as Mount Hebron Church. It had been the site of 
a three-month subscription school and remained that for another term. Eventually $40 
was paid for the site. 
On March 30, 1838, the Virginia General Assembly formally incorporated Marshall 
Academy. Its first full term was conducted in 1838-39. 
For decades the fledgling school faced serious problems, most of them financial. 
The Civil War forced it to close for several years, but in 1867 the West Virginia 
Legislature renewed its vitality by creating the State Normal School at Marshall College to 
train teachers. This eased Marshall's problems somewhat, but it was not until the tenure 
of President Lawrence J. Corbly from 1896 to 1915 that the college began its real 
growth. In I 907, enrollment exceeded 1,000. 
Since then Marshall's expansion has generally been consistent and sometimes 
spectacular. The College of Education, first called Teachers College, was organized in 
I 920 and the first college degree was awarded in 1921. The College of Arts and Sciences 
was formed in 1924, and the Graduate School was organized in 1948. The College of 
Applied Science came into being in 1960; the School of Business was formed in 1969. 
These were merged into the College of Business and Applied Science in 1972. In 1974 the 
School of Medicine and Associated Health Professions was established. The Community 
College was organized in 1975, and the College of Science was authorized by the Board of 
Regents in 1976. In 1977, the Board approved change of name for the College of Arts 
and Sciences to the College of Liberal Arts, and for the College of Business and Applied 
Science to the College of Business. In 1978, the School of Nursing was established as a 
separate entity, and the School of Journalism was authorized as a part of the College of 
Liberal Arts. 
Marshall was granted University status in I 96 I. Today it has an alumni body of 
more than 30,000. 
Since the formation of the West Virginia Board of Regents in 1969, Marshall's 
progress as an urban-oriented university has been given strong impetus. As a result of this 
support, and because of its own active leadership and its location in the busy Tri-State 
Area, Marshall is a university with excellent prospects for future development. 

